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It is the intent of this thesis to shed a new investiga-

tive light upon a musician whose importance as a creative

personality and aesthetician has been sorely underestimated

or at least unappreciated by fellow musicians and audiences

of his own and succeeding generations, a musician who formulated

a new musical aesthetic which involved the utilization of

compositional techniques diametrically opposed to those which

had held dominant influence over the musical world for more

than half a century, a musician who attempted to fuse the

Italian sense of form and clarity with Teutonic profundity,

complexity, and symbolism. This musician was Ferruccio Busoni.

This thesis will concentrate on the history of the

Faust legend and Busoni's final work, his opera Doktor Faust

(c. 1924), the creative problems opera imposed upon Busoni,

and his attempt to solve them vis-a-vis his own personal

aesthetic.
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CHAPTER I

THE FAUST LEGEND

The Faust tradition owes its widespread interest to

the fact that it became the vehicle of certain fundamental

religious and philosophical problems which have ever fasci-

nated and tormented mankind: the relationship between man

and the powers of good and evil, man's revolt against human

limitations; the thirst for knowledge beyond mere information,

and the puzzling disparity between the sublimity and the

misery of human life.1

The legend of Faust does not antedate the Lutheran

Reformation. Indeed, much of the credit for the notoriety

of Faust belongs to none other than Martin Luther himself.

It was Luther and his followers who "created" Faust's charac-

ter and elaborated upon it and its meaning for fellow

Christians in their writings and sermons. In short, Faust

became the lodestone about which many legends and super-

stitions collected to be fused into an epic whose grip on the

imagination of man is unrivaled (with the possible exceptions

of King Arthur and Don Juan) in the history of modern civi-

lization.

1. Philip Mason Palmer and Robert Pattison More, The Sources
of the Faust Tradition from Simon Magus to Lessing (New
York: Haskell House, 1965), 3.

1
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While the tradition of Faust did not start until the

Reformation, its antecedents can be traced back many centu-

ries; for example, Gilgamesh, the hero of the Babylonian

epic of the seventh century B.C., resembles Faust in his

desire to regain his youth, but just as he gains possession

of it, it is snatched from him.2

Eliza M. Butler describes the origin of the legendary

magician thus:

. . . the facts would seem to show that the
legendary magician derives from that dim and dis-
tant hero, who, as king, god or priest, died to be
reborn in kingship or seasonal rites; and that,
although he gradually became a creature sealed and
set apart in the magic circle, he was originally
one of the countless dying gods whose distribution
is world-wide.3

Down through the centuries, much suspicion has been cast

upon those "learned" men who tried to unlock nature's secrets

and these men were given the appellation of magician or

sorcerer. There seems to have been a proliferation of these

so-called magicians, many of them becoming legends in their

own time. It is because of the oral nature of these

legends that fact and fiction become exceedingly difficult

to separate.

There are several examples of magical practice in the

Old Testament, but surely the character of Solomon must hold

2. Rev. James W. Kelly, "The Faust Legend in Music" (unpub-
lished Ph.D. dissertation, Evanston, Ill., Northwestern
University, 1960), 5.

3. E. M. Butler, The Myth of the Magus (New York: The
MacMillan Company, 1948), 2.
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the highest place here. Legend attributes to him a magic

ring with four stones which gave him power over all the

forces of man and nature. Zoroaster lived in the sixth cen-

tury B.C. and founded the ancient Persian religion named after

him. Virgil, the great Latin poet (70-19 B.C.), emerges in

legend, at the beginning of the eleventh century, as a great

magician and inventor of "robots." Appolonius of Tyana lived

in Greece during the first century B.C. and was supposed to

have had the power to transport himself from place to place

and work miracles. Robert the Devil is said to have been

consecrated to the Evil One since birth, but he escapes

damnation through repentence.4

On coming closer to the Faust of the Reformation period,

mention must be made of the great theologians and phi-

losophers Albertus Magnus (1193-1280) and Roger Bacon (1214-

1292), who deprecated scholasticism and urged truth to be

sought through the means of experimental science.5 This

shows us that the cult of magic and wizardry became closely

attached at this time to that of alchemy. It was a group of

alchemists headed by Philip Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus

von Hohenheim who attempted to create male and female

homunculi in their laboratories from human seed and human

blood.6

Found in the Vita Merlini (1148) is an account of the

mythical wizard Merlin who figures prominently in Arthurian

4. Kelly, op. cit., 6-7. 5. Ibid., 7., 6. 9 Ibid., op8.
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legend. The Vita Merlini is an epic poem believed to have

been written by Geoffrey of Monmouth in 1148. As the legend

reads, Merlin was supposed to have been fathered by Satan,

but the curse of such an origin was taken away by repentence

on the part of Merlin's mother. The epic goes on to tell how

Merlin lost his reason at the height of battle when a blinding

light pierced his mind, and a voice roared in his ear telling

his guilt of the blood of his companions. Merlin is driven

to live in the forest with only the wood-sprites for com-

panionship. Here he lives for fifty years. While in the

forest Merlin drinks from a magic spring and thereby gains

his mysterious and prophetic powers. Through his peculiar

charm and cunninghe becomes a seer (soothsayer) and counsel

to several kings of Britain, among whom Uther Pendragon and

Arthur are prominent. He used his powers to help these kings

in politics and war. He used his noted power of illusion to

make Arthur invisible during his famous fight with Pellinore.

Among Merlin's other powers, mention must be made of his powers

of charm (illusion), transportation, and transformation.

Merlin was finally lured to his end by the cunning enchantress

Vivane, who imprisoned him for all eternity in an "air-

prison" under a lake.

Simon Magus

First mentioned in the Book of Acts, Simon Magus was a

Samaritan sorcerer who learned sorcery while in Egypt. As a
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magician, he was worshiped in Samaria, but upon witnessing

Philip's miracles, Simon converted and was baptized. The

chapter in Acts related how he tried to buy the power to impart

the Holy Spirit but was rebuked by two of the apostles. It

was this act to which he was to lend his name: simony.

Simon is mentioned by the church fathers Justin Martyr,

Tertullian, Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and Arnobius. Further

accounts of Simon's exploits are mentioned in the Kaiserchronik

(c. 1141) and the so-called Clementine Recognitions. These

accounts have Simon coming into direct conflict with the

Christian Church. He claimed to have the power to work

miracles, which he obviously appeared to have, but he also

set himself up as the true redeemer, the Son of God. In

Chapter XV of the Clementine Recognitions, Simon lays claim

to the power of creating life:

Once on a time, I, by my power, turning air into
water, and water again into blood and solidifying
it into flesh, formed a new human creature--a boy--
and produced a much nobler work than God the Creator.
For he created a man from the earth, but I from air.8

These claims, naturally, caused a great deal of controversy

which finally led up to the great confrontation with Peter

before Nero in Rome. Here Peter accuses Simon of falsely

claiming to be Jesus Christ, while Nero bids them each to

show their powers so as to be able to judge between them

which is the greater, thus who is indeed to be believed.

7. Summaries of the sermons of St. Peter attributed falsely
to Pope Clement I.

8. Palmer and More, op. cit., 18.
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Peter challenges Simon to read his mind, but Simon cannot; so

he instead calls on "wild" dogs to devour Peter. Peter, how-

ever foils this attempt on his life by producing pieces of

blessed bread causing the infernal dogs to disappear. Simon

then calls upon one of his chief tricks; he claims that he

has the power to ascend to heaven. As Simon was well known

for his ability to transport himself through the air, Nero

believes him and has a special watch tower erected. Simon

takes off, but Peter prays to heaven and asks that the

"angels of Darkness" release their hold on Simon, at which

Simon plummets to earth and is dashed to pieces.

Further accounts are found in the Legenda Aurea
9 under

"The Life of St. Peter the Apostle." Here Simon claimed

everlasting life for those who believed in him. He claimed

to Nero that he would be resurrected if his head were cut

off. Nero accommodates him but is fooled by magic when

Simon substitutes a ram in his place.

There are many other details in the legend of Simon

Magus and other magicians that closely approximate those of

later developments in the Faust legend and many of these

details crop up in episodes of the Faustbook.

9. Ibid., 35. The Legenda Aurea was an extremely popular
collection of stories concerning the lives of famous
magicians and saints.
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Theophilus of Adana

The original version of the legend of Theophilus of

Adana was written in Greek around 537 A.D. Due to Latin

translations, this legend gained wide popularity. The legend

states that on the death of the reigning bishop of Adana,

Theophilus was offered the position. However, Theophilus

refused for some rather obscure reason, and another man was

elected. It should be mentioned that Theophilus held the

position of a steward at that time, but was immediately dis-

possessed by the ungrateful new bishop. The new bishop

chided him and insulted him and finally drove him to seek

vengeance. To accomplish his vengeance, Theophilus sought the

aid of a wicked Jew and known sorcerer. This Jew was the

"practicioner of all sorts of diabolicants, who had already

plunged many into the deep pit of perdition by his unchristian

consuls." 1 0 (It should be recalled that during Theophilus'

time all sorcerers were held to be Jews, and all Jews sor-

cerers!) The evil Jew caused a meeting to take place between

Theophilus and the Devil. The Evil One agreed to help him

gain vengeance over the bishop but in return Theophilus must

"deny the Virgin Mary and Christ," and must put these denials

in writing. Only then would the Devil do his bidding.

Theophilus sealed the pact with Satan. Some accounts have

Theophilus seal this partnership with his signature and ring.

10. Ibid., 62.
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Other accounts specifically state that the pact was sealed

with his own blood. This is an important detail as it

announces the first report of an "infernal pact" which was to

play such a prominent part in the Faust legend.1

Some little time later, with the help of the conniving

Jew, Theophilus gained possession of an even higher church

office than that of the bishopric and brought ruin upon the

bishop of Adana. Later, thinking of the pains and torments

of hell, he becomes repentent. He greatly regretted his pact

with Satan and prayed to the Virgin Mary to intercede on his

behalf to save him from damnation. After Theophilus prayed

and fasted for forty days, the Virgin Mary appeared and agreed

to talk to her Son in his behalf.

For three days thereafter, Theophilus prayed, wept, and

gnashed his teeth. Finally Mary reappeared and offered him

her Son's forgeiveness. Theophilus desired the return of his

sealed pact because without this he could not feel safe from

the powers of evil. This was granted him, and after the con-

tents of the pact were made public, he burned the document

and retired to his house to await death. The real magician,

the Jew, eventually was condemned and sank into a well-

deserved oblivion.

The legend of Theophilus of Adana gains in importance

and significance by causing .a new coherence and a sense of

dramatic action to be injected into the stories of the later

11. Ibid.
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magicians. Of prime importance is the idea of an "infernal

pact," which took root with the legend of Theophilus and was

later to become the crux of the Faust legend.

Faust

As in the case with most historical figures who have

been incorporated into legend, the materials dealing with the

historical Faust are of varying quality. To the "facts"

pertaining to the life of Faust are conjoined those incidents

of a somewhat lesser credibility which have added so much to

the fostering of the Faust legend. In 1507, a certain Georg

Sabellicus, calling himself Faust Junior, the chief of necro-

mancers, the second magus, palmist, astrologer and so on,

obtained a teaching post at a boys' school at Kreuznach,

Germany. This position was offered to him on behalf of the

efforts of Franz von Sickingen, "a man very fond of mystical

lore." He grossly abused the trust placed in him by indulging

in "the most dastardly form of lewdness with the boys."1 2

This detail comes from a most reliable source: Johannes

Tritheim, abbot of Sponheim monastery, near Kreuznach. Georg

Sabellicus next shows up at an Erfurt inn, boasting, bragging,

and making a general nuisance of himself.1 3 This occurred in

12. Ibid., 84.

13. This information is given in a letter from Conrad Mutkinos
Rufus (1471-1526) to Heinrich Urbanus. Rufus was Canon
of the Church of St. Mary's at Gotha. His real name was
Konrad Muth. He was a humanist and philosopher. For a
complete reproduction of letter see Palmer and More, op.
cit., 87-88.
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September, 1513. The records of the Accountbook of the bishop

of Bamberg show that on Friday, February 10, 1520, one Dr.

Faust was paid ten gulden for casting the bishop's horoscope.
1 4

Both the towns of Ingolstadt and Nuremberg seem to have

been unwilling to accept the magician into their midst. On

June 14, 1528, he was banished from Ingolstadt as a sooth-

sayer of unsavory character. He was told to spend his money

elsewhere, and he pledged himself not to take vengeance on the

town authorities for this order. On May 10,.1532, the officials

of Nuremberg put the same matter more bluntly: "Safe conduct

to Doctor Faust, the great sodomite and necromancer, at Furth,

refused." According to the Waldeck Chronicle, on June 25,

1532, Faust prophesized accurately that the bishop would

recapture the city that evening.
1 5

The last mention of Faust seems to have occurred some-

time during the year of his death, 1540, when he is cited in

a letter from Philipp von Hutton of the Welser Venezuelan

Expedition, to his brother, Moritz von Hutton.16

Here you have a little about all the provinces

so that you may see that we are not the only ones who

have been unfortunate in Venezuela up to this time;

that all the abovementioned expeditions which left

14. Palmer and More, op. cit., 89.

15. For a complete translation see Palmer and More, op. cit.,
90.

16. Phillip von Hutton (1511-1546) was one of the leaders of

the Welser expedition in Venezuela, where he met his death.

This letter makes it plain that Faust must have forecast

failure for the expedition.
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Sevilla before and after us perished within three
months. Therefore I must confess that the phi-

lospher Faust hit the nail on the head, for we
struck a very bad year. But, God be praised, things

went better for us than for any of the others. God

willing, I shall write you again before we leave
here. .0.17

Other records on the historical Faust seem to be of

lesser credibility as factual historical documents. Faust

pops up again and again in the Tischreden of Martin Luther.

Here, however, as in the case of the Explications of

Melancthon, the character of Faust is used more as a symbol

for the teaching of Lutheran doctrine than as factual

report.1 8 All other accounts seem to be, more or less, of a

sensational nature.

The Mythical Faust

The more sensational details of Faust's existence are

here presented as mythical. Since accounts of this nature are

so numerous, only several are included which are important for

their notoriety and because they will turn up later, either in

whole or in part, in the famous Spies Faustbuch of 1587. The

following extracts were taken from the Chronica von Thurigen

und der Stadt Erffurth of Zacharias Hogel.
9

17. For a complete translation see Palmer and More, op. cit.,
95-96.

18. Several examples are cited in Palmer and More, op. cit.,
92-93, 99.

19. The source of Hogel's seventeenth century chronicle is

the Reichmann-Wambach chronicle of the middle sixteenth
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It was also probably about this time [1550] . .
he [Faust] came to the University at Erfurt, rented
quarters near the large Collegium, and through his
boasting brought it to pass that he was allowed to
lecture publicly and to explain the Greek poet Homer
to the students. When, in this connection, he had
occasion to mention the King of Troy, Priam, and the
heroes of the Trojan war, . . . he was asked . . . to
bring it to pass through his art, that these heroes
should appear and show themselves as he had just des-
cribed them. He consented to this, . . . and imme-
diately he called in one after the other and as soon
as one was gone another came in to them, looked at them
and shook his head as though he were still in action
on the field before Troy. The last of them all was
the giant Polyphemus, who had only a single terrible
big eve in the middle of his forehead. He wore a
fiery red beard and was devouring a fellow, one of
whose legs was dangling out of his mouth. The sight
of him scared them so that their hair stood on end and
when Dr. Faust motioned him to go out, he acted as
though he did not understand but wanted to grasp a
couple of them, too, with his teeth. And he hammered
on the floor with his great iron spear so that the
whole Collegium shook, and then he went away.2 0

The following account, also from Hogel, describes the

efforts of a certain monk, Dr. Klinge, to tear the devil from

Faust and to convert him to Catholicism. The monk explains

to him God's wrath and warns Faust of the torments of damnation,

but he also tells him that there is still time to repent of

his wicked and frivolous behavior if he will only beg God for

forgiveness as "God had never.yet denied anyone." The dialogue

continues as Dr. Faust replies

My dear sir, I realize that you wish me well; I
know all that, too, which you have just told me. But
I have ventured so far, and with my own blood have

century. For a discussion of the value of Hogel's work,
see Szamatolski, Euphorion, II, 39ff.

20. Translation from Palmer and More, op. cit., 108-111.
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contracted with the devil to be for ever his, with
body and soul: how can I now retract? or how can I
be helped? Dr. Klinge said, "That is quite possible,
if you earnestly call on God for grace and sorcery
and community with the devils, and neither harm nor
seduce any one. We will hold Mass for you in our
cloister so that you will without a doubt get rid of
the devil." "Mass here, Mass there," said Dr. Faust,
"my pledge binds me to absolutely. I have wontonly
despised God and become perjured and faithless towards
Him, and believed and trusted more in the devil than
in Him. Therefore, I can neither come to Him again
nor obtain any comfort from His grace which I have
forfeited. Besides, it would not be honest nor would
it redound to my honor to have it said that I had
violated my bond and seal, which I had .made with my
own blood. The devil has honestly kept the promise
that he made to me, therefore, I will honestly keep
the pledge that I made and contracted with him."
"Well," says the monk, "Then go to, you cursed child
of the devil, if you will not be helped, and will not
have it otherwise." Thereupon, he went to the Mag-
nificence, the Rector, and reported it to him. The
council was also informed and took steps so that Dr.
Faust had to leave. So Erfurt got rid of the wicked
man.2 1

The last account before coming to the rather gruesome

details of Faust's demise is not of a sensational nature, but

is important because it sheds a truer light upon the character

of Faust and also serves .as a more reliable yardstick of his

true powers, which "seem to have been as petty and fraudulent

as his impudence was great." 2 2 The episode recounts the

imprisonment of Faust at Batenburg as told by Johannes Weir.

A wretch taken prisoner at Batenburg on the Mass,
near the border of Geldern, while the Baron Hermann
was away, was treated rather leniently by his chaplain,
Dr. Johannes Dorstenius, because he promised the man

who was good but not shrewd, knowledge of many things
and various arts. Hence, he kept drawing him wine, by
which Faust was very much exhilarated, until the vessel

21. Ibid., 117-118. 22. Butler, op. cit.,, 121-122.
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was empty. When Faust learned this, and the chaplain
told him he was going to Grave that he might have his

beard shaved, Faust promised him another unusual art

by which his beard might be removed without the use of

a razor, if he would provide more wine. When this con-

dition was accepted, he told him to rub his beard

vigorously with arsenic, but without any mention of

its preparation. When the salve had been applied,

there followed such an inflammation that not only the

hair, but also the skin and the flesh were burned off.

The chaplain himself told me of this piece of villainy

more than once with much indignation.23

The magic elements involved in this tale seem to be a

minimum of pharmaceutical knowledge applied with a maximum of

malice.2 4 This story typifies Faust's real fame as a magician

and upholds the general opinion that Faust was only a braggart

and charlatan.

The accounts of the incidences surrounding Faust's death

are sensational in nature and served to instruct, in the most

emphatic terms, Christians (Lutherans) as to what would befall

them should they join allegiance to Satan.
2 5

Here are the terrible and grotesque details of Faust's

death as quoted in full from the English Faustbook:

23. From the fourth edition of Johannes Wier's De Praestigiis

Daemonon, as translated by Palmer and More, op. cit.,
105-107.

24. Butler, op. cit., 122.

25. It might be interesting to bear in mind the elemental dif-

ference between these early accounts of Faust and the

later accounts, particularly of Goethes'. In essence,

these early accounts had the magician damned to perdition

without the slightest chance of redemption. This reflected

the religious fanaticism of the middle ages. When we get

to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries we encounter

more leniency, a more humanitarian approach to Faust's
fate.
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It happened between twelve and one o'clock at

midnight, there blewe a mighty storme of winde against

the house, as though it would haue blowne the founda-

tion thereof out of his place. Hereupon the Students

began to feare, and got out of their beds,.comforting
one another, but they would not stirre out of the

chamber: and the Host of the house ran out of doores,
thinking the house would fall. The Students lay nere
unto that hall wherein Doktor Faustus lay, and they

heard a mighty noyse and hissing, as if the hall had

beene full of snakes and Adders: with that the hall

door flew open wherein Doktor Faustus was, then he

began to crie for helpe, saying: murther, murther,

but it came foorth with halfe a voyce hallowly:
Shortly after they heard him no more. But when it was

day, the Students that had taken no rest that night,

arose and went into the hall in which they left Doktor

Faustus, where notwithstanding they found no Faustus,

but all the hall lay besprinckled with blood, his
braines cleauing to the wall: for the Diuel had beaten

him from one wall against another, in one corner lay
his eyes, in another his teeth, a pitifull and fearefull
sight to beholde. Then began the Students to bewayle

and weepe for him, and sought for his bodie in many

places: lastly they came into the yarde where they
found his bodie lying on the horse dung, most mon-

strously torne, and fearfull to beholde,2 gor his head
and all his ioynts were dasht to pieces.

The other equally famous and bloodcurdling account comes

from the Sermones Convivales of Johannes Gast. In this story

we are told how poor Faust was strangled by the devil and his

body on its bier kept turning face downward even though it

was five times turned on its back. Gast concludes, "God pre-

serve us lest we become slaves of the devil."
2 7

After becoming familiar with these and other stories of

Faust, it becomes easier for us to see the reasons why this

legend has exerted such an enormous hold on our imaginations

over the last 400 years. A tale dealing with the colossal

26. Palmer and More, op. cit., 229-230. 27. Ibid., 98.
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struggle between good and evil cannot help but hold us in awe

(and sometimes in terror). The imagination of some of the

world's greatest artists and thinkers were put to task in

efforts to interpret this legend in the light of their own

age. Through these efforts literally hundreds of settings

were created. These settings were to include innumerable

books and plays concerning the life of Faust, paintings,

operas, cantatas, songs, symphonies, and even musical come-

dies. In the next chapters Faust's impact in the arts of

literature and music will be discussed.



CHAPTER II

FAUST IN LITERATURE

The Faustbooks

The oldest version of the Faustbook which has come down

to us now lies in the Duke-August Library in a little town

just south of Brunswick called Wolfenbittel.
1 It is generally

acknowledged among Faust scholars that this is not only the

oldest version but also the first major attempt to present a

comprehensive account of the life and death of the famous

German magician, Dr. Johann Faust. The Historia D. Johannis

Fausti des Zauberens nach Wolfenbitteler Hanschrift or

Wolfenbittel MS, as it is usually referred to,

. . . presents in detail a rather prosaic popular

account of the career of the notorious magician

together with a collection of legendary exploits

and adventures, many of which are to be found in

earlier tales concerning other magicians.
2

The Faust story as presented in the Wolfenbuttel MS is

divided into four sections: (1) the pact and a series of

1. Philip Mason Palmer and Robert Pattison More, The Sources

of the Faust Tradition from Simon Magus to Lessing (New

York: Haskell House, 1965), 129-130. This version was

probably inspired by the so-called Erfurt Chronicles and

a group of four Faust stories set by Christoph Rosshirt,

a citizen of Nuremburg (c. 1570).

2. Ibid., 129.

17
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disputations with Mephistopheles upon devils, Hell and the

Grace of God; (2) Faust's journey through Hell; (3) earthly

adventures, adventures at the court of Charles V, the con-

juring of historical figures . . . ; and (4) Faust's final

days, and his terrible demise. These settings are charac-

teristic of a purer form of "light" entertainment than are

those of succeeding editions, which took on a moralistic

approach and attempted to teach all good Christians the follies

of evil living. Except for a prudently pious closing para-

graph, the Wolfenbuttel collection is almost completely

devoid of religious moralizing.
3

The first printed collection of Faust stories was brought

out in Frankfurt in 1587 by a respectable Protestant pub-

lisher named Johann Spies. Using the same basic material as

the Wolfenbuttel scribes,4 making minor deletions, and adding

"numerous Christian admonitions, "
5 Spies was able to produce

the best seller of the century. Its popularity was so great

that Spies brought out new editions in 1588 and 1589. In the

1589 edition, he added the so-called "Erfurt" chapters to the

text. Subsequent prints, up to the eighteenth, in 1589, were

similarly altered. Many pirated versions began to appear

3. H. G. Haille, The History of Doktor Johann Faustus

(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1965), 8.

4. These sources included Rosshirt; Wieru's De Praestigis

Daemonum; Lerchiemer's Christliche Bedenken und Errinnerung

von Zauberei and oral tradition.

5. Haille, op. cit., 13.
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shortly after the first Spies edition of 1587. In 1588, a

rhymed version was prepared by two Thurigen University stu-

dents. In their preface they claimed to have "brought the

whole [Spies] into a proper order." 6 This "proper order"

consisted largely of the deletion of eight chapters of a less

sensational nature, and a rearrangement of various anecdotes

in the third part, the view in mind being to produce a more

compact and chronologically coherent account. Spies' own

prose version of 1588 is practically identical in content to

the students' rhymed version of the same year. Strangely

enough the students and their publisher, a gentleman named

Hock, suffered a severe reprimand and incarceration for pub-

lishing their version, while Spies' somewhat more sombre prose

setting seems to have escaped the consorial attitudes of the

authorities.7

Similar verions and translations quickly followed in the

English, French, and Dutch languages. The Dutch translation

of Karl Batten dates from the year 1592, the French version

of Victor Cayet from 1598, and the famous English translation

of P. F. Gent was brought out in 1592. It was this English

version that is generally acknowledged as the basis for

Christopher Marlowe's famous play The Tragical History of Dr.

6. E. M. Butler, The Fortunes of Faust (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1952, 19.

7. For a more detailed account see Haille, op. cit. 7.
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Faustus, a supposition that may very well prove to be false,

as shall be seen later in this chapter.8

All of the above "versions" were not merely translations,

but each was endowed with new stories and retouchings, as

each translator saw fit to add of his own accord.

In 1599 Georg Rudolf Widmann of Hamburg brought out his

own edition of Spies' work. His volume was a considerable

enlargement over the 1587 original. To serve his purposes,

Widmann supplemented his version with

details from the Wagnerbook9 as well as from oral

tradition of various kinds, [and] took it to pieces
chapter by chapter with that inexorable German
thoroughness . . . using each short chapter as a
peg on which to hang a lengthy disquisition of a
moral, or a religious, or a learned or an informa-
tive nature.1 0

Even though Widmann cut Spies' original text, it still came to

522 pages in Scheible's edition.1 1 After about 1600, no new

printings of the Faustbook appeared until 1674 when Nicolas

Pfitzer, a Nuremburg physician, undertook a revision of Wid-

mann, bringing the already extended Faust tale to the monu-

mental length of 671 pages.

The last edition of historical importance was brought

out around 1725 by a certain "Christlich Meynender" (a man of

8. Palmer and More, op. cit., 131.

9. The Wagnerbook was a sequel to the Faustbook. It dealt

with a fictional account of Faust's servant Christoph Wagner.

10. Butler, op. cit., 22.

11. Scheible, Das Kloster, II Band (Stuttgart, 1846).
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"Christian Sentiments"). This slim volume was essentially

a condensation of Widmann and soon achieved great popularity.

These last two Faustbooks were most probably those which

were first to attract the attention of Johann Wolfgang von

Goethe around 1800.

Goethe's Faust not only embraces the Faust tradition as

originally expressed in Marlowe and Spies which he 
did not

know first hand, but it also incorporates a completely

original plan in the form of a love story. The original

inspiration for Part II (1832) of Goethe's monumental setting

is easily discovered in the Faust of the Pfitzer and Meynender

Faustbooks and in the puppet-play versions, so well known

throughout the seventeenth and eighteeenth centuries. The

origin of Part I (1808), if indeed there is a specific origin

other than the great poet's fertile imagination, is not nearly

so easy to discern. Critics have drawn our attention to the

fact that the Gretchen episode from Part I of Faust finds a

striking parallel in a story from the Faustbook of Christlich

Meyender in which "we are told how Faust committed adultery

with the wife of a certain Valentin . . . and how he had to

quit the house but left a spirit there to disturb the 
house-

hold and ruin the husband."
1 2 Another passage tells how

Faust fell in love with a poor but beautiful servant girl,

who, however, denied him any favors whatever out of wedlock.

12. 5. B. Liljegren, The English Sources of Goethe's Gretchen

Tragedy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1937), 16-17.
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Accordingly, Faust declared himself willing to marry the maid,

a fact which brought him into conflict with Lucifer, who 
had

prohibited marriage. Faust had to give in and was rewarded

with the fair Helen of Greece with whom he had a son after-

wards.1 3

Any attempt here to give the reader even a vague

impression of the moral, religious, symbolical, philosophical,

and literary content of Goethe's masterwork must necessarily

be a superfluous if not a supercilious one. The reader is,

therefore, referred to the excellent commentaries by Eudo

Mason and Hermann Reske and to Goethe's own autobiography as

a basis of study. Let it suffice to say that Goethe's Faust

stands at the very summit of Western literature along with

Plato's Republic, Dante's Divine Comedy, and the works of

Shakespeare. It was Goethe who rescued Faust from his artless

stage career and it was Goethe who was to make the story 
of

Faust fertile again for succeeding generations of poets,

painters, and musicians.

At the same time that Goethe was, forging his monumental

Faust, Maximilliam Klingsor's novel Fausts Leben, Taten und

Hoellenfahrt appeared (1791). Dealing less with the sen-

sational events of Faust's life, Klingsor's work was really

a "thinly disguised inquiry into the origin of Evil."
1 4

13. Ibid., 17.

14. Rev. James W. Kelly, "The Faust Legend in Music" (unpub-

lished Ph.D. dissertation, Evanston, Ill., Northwestern

University, 1960), 5.
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Other works,, Doktor Faust by Julius Henrich von Soden was

published in 1797, Johan Friedrich Schink's Johann Faust in

1804, and Ernst Klingemann' s Doktor Faust in 1814.

After the publication of Goethe's Faust Part II in 1832,

Nikolaus Franz Niembseh von Strehlenau (Lenau) was inspired

to pen his macabre account which was so strongly to influence

Franz Liszt. Heinrich Heines' Doktor Faust, Ein Tanzpoem

(1851) more closely resembles a stage work; indeed plans were

made for a staging which was to include music, dance, and

mime, but, because of its complexity and expense, nothing

came of these plans. (In much the same way Goethe's Faust

is really a dramatic setting but impractically suited for

stage performance.) 15

Some twentieth-century works based upon the Faust legend

include Thomas Mann's great novel Doktor Faustus, a Life of

the German Composer Adrian Leverkuhn (1945). Mann created

his hero by "piecing him together from the protagonist of the

Faustbook, from Ivan Karamazov and from Nietzsche, and then

transforming this composite figure into a mad musician.',6

In contrast to Goethe's salvation through redemption, Mann

stressed the idea of salvation through suffering, a romantic

notion coined in the nineteenth century. Paul Valery wrote

his Mon Faust in 1947, achieving perhaps the most vivid French

setting of the story. The Spaniard Juan Valeria made two

15. There have been stagings, mostly of cut versions, one of
the most recent being a B.B.C. radio broadcast in 1949.

16. Butler, op. cit.., 336.
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separate settings of Faust .in his El Doctor Faustino and

Morsamor. For a "hip" version. of the legend, Jack Kerouac's

novel entitled Doctor Sax, (Faust Part III) (1959) sets the

story in the tenements of Lowell, Massachusetts, and tells of

Jack Dulvoz who is haunted by the spectre of Dr. Sax.

Listed above are only a few of the more important Faust

settings in literature. There exist numerous other accounts,

some worthy, some not so worthy, which merit attention by

those interested in researching the Faust legend.

Faust on the Stage

It has been generally acknowledged that the first known

version of a Faust drama is Christopher Marlowe's The

Tragical History of Doctor Faustus. The earliest extant

copy dates from 1604, with corruptive interpolations added

by Bird and Samuel Rowley, who received 4t for their efforts.

Marlowe's drama is presumed to be based upon P. F. Gent's

1592 English translation of the Spies Faustbook. This claim,

however, has been disputed by Barbara Cooper who, in her

article entitled, "An Ur-Faustus, " quotes from the Histrio-

Mastrix of William Prynne, "the visible apparition of the Devill

on the stage at the Belsavage Playhouse, in Queen Elizabeth's

dayes, in whiles they were there prophanely playing the 'His-

tory of Faustus' . . . there being some distracted from the
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fearful sight." 1 7 According to Chamber's authoritative study,

The Elizabethan Stage, the Belsavage was last used and pre-

sumably torn down early in 1589. This would either place

Marlowe's Faustus much earlier than presumed, or it would

suggest the existence of an earlier play based on Faust. We

also read in the Black Book by T. M. (1604) of a certain lieu-

tenant possessing "a head of hayre like one of my Devills in

Dr. Faustus when the old theatre crackt and frighted the

audience." The term "crackt" can only refer to the earthquake

of April 6, 1580; thus, there must have been a Faust play of

a certain renown extant at that time.1 8 It was certainly too

early to be Marlowe's. Other scholars believe that the

textural differences between the later puppet-plays and Mar-

lowe's original, from which they are thought to have derived,

are too great and from this infer the existence of an earlier

version.1 9 All told, we still must credit Marlowe's Faustus

with being the earliest surviving version.

The popularity of the Faust legend was not kept alive by

the Faustbooks which, shortly after 1600, began rapidly to

lose in favor with the people, but rather by the Faust

dramas which, presumbaly, were founded upon Marlowe's Faustus.

17. Barbara Cooper,, "An Ur-Faustus," Notes and Queries

(February, 1959), 67.

18. Ibid.

19. John A. Walz, "A Faust Play of the Sixteenth Century,"
Germanic Review (January, 1928), 1.
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It was during the late sixteenth and early-to-mid seventeenth

centuries that the English theatrical companies began their

tours of the continent, bringing the repertory of the latest

Elizabethan plays with them. This repertory most certainly

contained a Faust play. Existing documentation shows us that

the earliest record of a performance of a Faust paly on the

continent was that staged by an English company in Graz in

1608. The play was most probably a corrupted version of Mar-

lowe's play, oran adaptation of it. Other known performances

included those at Dresden in 1626; Danzig, 1668; Munich,

1679; Bremen, 1688; and Basle, 1696. The English actors put

great stress on spectacular visual effects to help overcome

the language barrier, as the plays were presented in Enlgish.

Later, however, German translations of the plays were made and

even some original German dramas were produced. The actors

themselves were, for the most part, dancers or minstrels and

the character of a clown played an important role in the drama

by supplying comic relief. While these plays may have been

given in English, the clown's part was invariably in the

vernacular of the audience. The comic character was usually

called Pickelharing, Harlequin, or Hans Wurst.2 0

The essential requisite of these early Faust dramas were

that they supply the audience with "plenty of coarse humor

20. Palmer and More, op. cit., 240.
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and plenty of blood."2 1 This tendency to develop the spec-

tacular and the comic seems to have been inherent in the

history of the play in Germany from its earliest beginnings.

Toward the end of the seventeenth and the beginning of the

eighteeenth century, this tendency was much emphasized and

affected by Italian influence working for the most part

through Vienna, particularly by the Viennese actor Stravitsky

who introduced the commedia dell'art e character of Hans Wurst

back into favor and gave him the important role of commentator

and buffoon. It was from this point on that Hans Wurst ceased

to be just the rascally servant of Faust but actually assumed

a role comparable in importance. Even in this debased ver-

sion, it was still, during the seventeenth century, recog-

nizably "Marlovian" in plot and action. Late in the seventeenth

century, however, changes of a more radical nature began to

alter the basic structure of the Faust dramas. "Amongst the

most important changes it underwent were the addition of a

Prologue in Hell, and the substitution of the Duke of Parma

for the German Emperor. "2 2 Other changes occurred rapidly

within the play's framework. There was no single authorized

text for this crude, popular German Faust .drama, which never

21. William Rose, ed., The Historie of the Damnable Life and
Deserved Death of Doctor John Faustus (Notre Dame, Ind.:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1963), 49.

22. Eudo C. Mason, Goethe's Faust, His Genesis and Purport
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1967), 4.
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appeared in print and varied from troupe to troupe, from

puppet-theatre to puppet-theatre, probably even from per-

formance to performance. It had no serious literary pre-

tensions, and such knowledge of it as we have is derived

from contemporary diaries (such as that of Georg Schroder)

and letters, from old play-bills, and from fragmentary manu-

scrips, out of which Simrock (1846), Carl Engel (1865), and

E. Hofer (1914) have tentatively reconstructured composite

texts.2 3 The main points retained, from Marlowe, in the

popular version of the Faust play, were the expository opening

monologue, the appearance of the good and evil angels, and the

striking of the clock presaging Faust's doom.
2 4

The interpolation of these "coarse" elements became the

most important reason for Faust's complete supplantation from

the legitimate stage to the stage of the marionettes. With

the beginnings of the "Age of Enlightenment," in the early

eighteenth century, literary critics such as Gottsched
2 5

and his group began their opposition to the Faust play as it

existed at this time. Soon even the strolling players, who

catered chiefly for the masses, yielded to the modern,

enlightened trend of opinion (as fostered by the elite

Literaria), and dropped the Faust drama from their

23. Ibid., 4. 24. Palmer and More, op. cit., 243.

25. J. J. Gottsched (1770-1776), a Leipzig academician who,

with his following, was one of the chief exponents of
the French style.
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repertoires.2 6 The last-known stage performances took place

in Hamburg and Strasburg in 1770. Since that time, it has

been confined to the puppet theatre where it survived into

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Strangely enough, at the same time that Faust was being

evicted from the serious stage and held up to degradation 
and

ridicule, he was brought back into vogue via the rear-door of

the new Sturm und Drang movement. It was the German dramatist

and critic, G. E. Lessing (1729-1781), who first saw the

opportunity of giving a new approach to the Faust 
theme and

investing it with such a sense of dignity as to raise it to

a new plane through a sense of tragedy unapproached since

the days of Shakespeare. While a complete Faust play by

Lessing has never come to light, we know through corre-

spondence and the famous seventeenth Literaturbrief of

February 16, 1759 (not to mention the several Faust fragments

and the Berlin scenario) that Lessing had worked inter-

mittently on "his" Faust for over twenty years. The two

fragments, together with the reports of Hauptmann von Blanken-

burg and J. J. Engel, suffice to give the student a fairly

definite idea of one of the versions which Lessing had in

mind.2 7 The most important contribution Lessing was to make,

26. Mason, op. cit., 7.

27. Palmer and More, op. cit., 273. It seems that Lessing

had several changes of plans and had worked on at least

three different Faust settings; none, however, were

finished.
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and one which has subsequently "colored" all succeeding settings,

was the change in attitude toward the pursuit of wisdom. Thus,

Lessing's Faust cannot be damned to eternal punishment. The

importance of this contribution becomes clear as 
we trace the

development of the Faust story from Spies and Marlowe through

the "decadent" period of the farces and puppet-plays to the

plot of Lessing's proposed work, as reported by Engel. While

Marlowe's Faust was mainly concerned with the pursuit of

materialistic pleasures, Lessing's treatment carried the banner

of the "enlightenment" and stressed the lofty pursuit of know-

ledge as its main theme. Lessing turned away from the French

models, as cultivated by Gottsched and his group, and returned

to the more "vigorous" dramatic form of the English dramatists,

particularly Shakespeare. Lessing writes

However, our older plays have much that is English

about them. This I can prove to you with little dif-

ficulty. Only to name the best known, "Doctor Faust"

has numerous scenes which could only have been con-

ceived by a genius of Shakespearean stature. And how

in love was Germany, and still is more or less, with

your "Doctor Faust"!
2 8

Even though Lessing never completed his Faust drama,

what he left in sketches and scenarios is important enough

in consequence to the further development of the Faust theme,

28. An excerpt from Lessing's seventeenth Literaturbrief, the

whole being available in Mason, op. cit., 8: "Dass aber

unsere alten Stucke wirklich sehr viel Englishches gehabt

haben, Konnte ich Ihnen mit geringer Muhe weitlaufig

beweisen. Nur das Bekannteste derselben zu nennen:

Doktor Faust hat eine Menge Szenen, die nur ein Shake-a

pearsches Genie zu denken vermogend gewesen. Und wie

verliebt war Deutschland und ist es zum Teil noch in

seinen 'Doktor Faust' . .
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that he enjoys a well earned place in the development of Faust

as we have come to know it, particularly because the changes

he made in the essentials of the Faust plot and character

were to later pave the road for Goethe.

Christian Dietrich Grabbe (1801-1836) was the next

dramatist of genius, after Goethe, to cast the character of

Faust into a lasting dramatic mold. While Goethe was busy

creating his eternal masterpiece, Mozart and Abbate da Ponte

had resuscitated the immortal personage of Don Juan, "and it

was only a matter of time before a conscious juxtaposition of

Don Juan and Faust should legitimize the half-conscious con-

tamination between the two legends ."29 Grabbe, in his

four-act tragedy, Don Juan and Faust (1829), dramatized the

dualism inherent in Faust's desiring after the gratification

of the senses on the one hand and the gratification of the

intellect on the other, by pitting Faust against Don Juan in

a series of dramatic scenes, the spiritually-aspiring mind at

odds with the sensual, pleasure-seeking seducer. Grabbe

obviously keeps his sympathies with the wily Spaniard as Don

Juan and Faust fight over the love of Donna Anna. A series

of clashes culminating on Mt. Blanc and finally in Donna

Anna's death by the powers of Faust, reveal the true conflict

between Faust and the Don.

FAUST: Anna!/Noble and lovely, even in her death!/
And as I weep these tears, they prove to me/That God

29. Butler, op. cit. , 247.
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lived once and then was sacrificed./We are His frag-
ments. Our Sorrows and our speech/Our loves and
griefs,3and our religion, too,/these are our dreams
of Him.3 0

But Don Juan does not accept the resignation of his sombre

adversary:

DON JUAN: Who says despair? When misery and woe/
Storm in upon us, misfortune's towering waves/And
heart's blood raging, then run up the flag/Which
flutters boldly on the mast of life!/And on the very
verge of the abyss/Fight on for life's fair honour
and its fame.3 1

The serious literary attempts of Lessing, Goethe, and

Grabbe soon spawned a series of parodies, -much the same as

Marlowe's tragedy did. One of these by a certain Ferdinand

Stolte (1806-74) was an attempt to get away from Goethe's

Catholicization of the subject by producing a totally

unreadable "Schillerian" treatment of 1,075 papges! Another

parody, of a more humorous importance, was brought out by

F. T. Vischer between 1862 and 1886, titled Faust. Third

part of the Tragedy. Written in faithful imitation of the

spirit of the second part of Goethe's Faust by Deutobold

Symbolizetti Allegoriowitsch Mystifizinsky.

It is clearly apparent from a study of the "high" points

of Faustian literature that the development of Faust's charac-

ter and morality seems to have evolved full circle. The Faust

of Spies and Marlowe was a pessimistic Faust driven on by an

30. C. D. Grabbe, Werke (Leipzig and Vienna n.d.), III,
124, trans. in Butler, op. cit., 247.

31. Ibid., 135.
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overwhelming desire to possess. The Faust of the early

puppet-plays leavened this desire with that for knowledge, a

clearly Renaissance tendency. Goethe's creation wishes to

know all, but only as a means to "live." Thus, Goethe intro-

duces a "romantic" idea in the form of a love story. The

nineteenth-century Fausts only imitated and served to reaffirm

Goethe's conception. It was not until after the first World

War that a return to a more pessimistic attitude created the

climate for a return-to-Marlowe attitude which was to be

responsible for Thomas Mann's Doktor Faustus.

Mann's Faustus' . . . great ambition is to refute that
noblest tribute to the goodness of mankind, Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony. If Mann himself succeeded in refuting
the greatest literary work of Beethoven's day, Goethe's
optimistic Faust, then the treatment of the Faust fig-
ure has in our time run its full cycle, and the pes-
simistic statement of the sixteenth-century Faust Book
may indeed be the one we prefer to accept today. 32

32. Haille, op. cit., 15.



CHAPTER III

FAUST IN MUSIC

Since the publication of Goethe's Faust (1808, 1832),

the mysterious figure of the bedevilled magician has been a

shining beacon to the imagination of the creative artist.

For two centuries, shrouded in the mystery of the Faustbooks

or concealed in the coarse humor the puppet-plays, Faust

lay dormant until the awakening of an awareness of young

romanticism as exemplified in the Sturm und Drang movement

of the late eighteenth century. As it was Goethe who paved

the way for future literary efforts on behalf of Faust, so

it was also he who brought Faust to the fore as a subject for

musical treatment.

The known operatic settings of Faust number over forty;

symphonies and overtures, over twenty, while the number of

choral works and songs easily extends into the hundreds. As

this paper concerns itself mainly with the development of

Faust as an operatic subject (vis-a-vis Busoni's setting),

only the history of the operatic Faust will be dealt with here.

One of the very first settings is by the German composer,

Ignaz Walter (1759-1822), with text by Heinrich Schmieder.

Completed fully a decade before the publication of Goethe's

Faust Part I in 1808, Schmieder derives his treatment from an

34
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early sketch of Goethe's Part I and a free adaptation of

earlier sources. It was, however, Louis Spohr's Faust (1813),

with a text by Bernhard (based upon Klinger's novel and old

folk plays) that was really the first Faust opera to gain

renown as a work of art, rather than recognition merely as

an historical document. First performed in 1816, Spohr's

Faust originally was in the form of a "singspiel" (similar

in concept to Weber's Der Freischitz), but later (1852)

Spohr provided accompanied recitatives for a special London

performance to take place before Queen Victoria. The music,

being of a violinistic nature, was considered very difficult.

Rudolf Wassermann comments:

In addition to the musical and technical consid-
erations, other difficulties inherent in all of
Spohr's compositions certainly render the staging
and performance of these beautiful works all the
more difficult.1

E. T. A. Hoffmann, predestined for such a subject, com-

pleted his Faustine around 1804. Hoffmann, while later gaining

wide recognition as a writer of suspense stories, was a crea-

tive musician of no inconsiderable merit.2 He wrote ten

1. Rudolf Wasserman, "Ludwig Spohr als Operkomponist"
unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Munich,
1909), 2: "Die grossen Schwerigkeiten die sich uebrigans
in allen arbeiten Herrn Spohr der Auffuehrung in
musikalisch technischen Hinsicht entegenstellen, mogen
freilich die Auffuehrung dieses schoenen Werkes mancher
Buehne erschweren. "

2. See Gerald Abraham, "Hoffmann as Composer," Musical
Times (August, 1942), 233-235.
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operas, of which his last, Undine, is considered his best,

and greatly influenced the careers of Weber and Marschner.

The style of these works is firmly rooted in the technique

and aesthetic of the late eighteenth century.

A melodramatic Faust, with an atrocious text based on a

grossly distorted view of Goethe's Part I, was performed in

Paris on October 27, 1827. With the music freely adapted from

other French operas by Beaucourt, this travesty, oddly enough,

became rather popular with the public.3 Many other Faust

operas rapidly appeared in the early decades of the nine-

teenth century; most of them disappeared with the same

rapidity. The Faust operas of Georg Lickl (Leben Taten und

Hoellenfahrt des Dr. Faust), 1815, Joseph Strauss (Leben und

Thaten Fausts), 1814, Seyfried, Lindpainter, Kulger, and

Roliczek's Faust, 1820, 1831, 1832, and 1825 respectively,

all represent works that were popular in their time but have

since fallen into total oblivion.

The next important Faust setting after Spohr's is not

really an opera but rather a hybrid type of stage work more

in the line of an opera-oratorio. Robert Schumann's Scenes

aus Goethe's Faust, composed sporadically between 1844 and

1853, consists of an overture and three largely unrelated

sections for soloists, chorus, and orchestra. After beginning

with the Apotheosis in 1844, Schumann began to feel the weight

3. A young Hector Berlioz sang in the opera chorus at the
time of its production.
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of his task, a weight which was to burden practically all

succeeding Faust composers, that is, trying to create a

logical and coherent libretto out of Goethe's rambling text.

In 1855, Schumann wrote to Mendelssohn:

The scene from Faust reposes in my desk. I am
absolutely afraid to look at it again. The lofty
poetry, especially of the final part, moved me so
deeply that I ventured to begin. I have no idea
whether I shall ever publish it.4

Part I of Schumann's Faust deals with the Gretchen epi-

sodes. The highlight of this section is the cathedral scene

with dialogue between Gretchen and the Evil Spirit punctuated

with organ-like choral sections intoning the dies irae. Part

II concentrates on Faust's death, with the only startling

musical effect being created in "Faust's Awakening" by a pro-

tracted effort of Schumann to compose "unending melody" after

Wagnarian principles.5 The final section concerns Faust's

transfiguration, his apotheosis. Most of the choral writing

is syllabic with a quasi-dramatic accompaniment.

While not storming the heights, as does Berlioz', Schu-

mann's Faust is significant in that it represents a true

Germanic spirit and utilizes a straight-forward, no-nonsense

approach towards setting Goethe's monumental work to music.

While Schumann was working on his Faust, the little-

known Italian opera composer Carlo Conti completed his

4. Alan Waker, ed., Robert Schumann, The Man and His Music
(London: Barry and Jenkins, 1972), 324.

5. Ibid., 330.
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Mephistofeles (c. 1850), as did Lochner (Faust, premier in

Vienna,1860), and the Belgian composer Edouard-Georges-Jacques

Gregoir (Faust, 1847, Brussels).

Hector Berlioz's creation La Damnation de Faust (1846)

approaches Goethe's conception from a point quite dissimilar

to that of Schumann. Berlioz injected the legend with a

frenetic excitement and dramatic impetus that has never been

surpassed and seldom equalled. Originally composed in 1828

as eight scenes from Goethe's Faust, which included "Chant de

Paques," "Paysans sous les tilleuls," "Concert de sylphes,"

"Ecot de joyeaux compagnons" (Chanson du Rat), "Chanson de la

Puce," "Ballade du roi de Thule," "Romance de Marguerite",

and "Serenade de Mephistopheles," Berlioz's work was later

expanded (1845-46) to its present size. Through a profound

dramatic instinct and a supreme mastery of orchestration,

Berlioz created work of heroic proportions.

The eight early scenes were initially inspired by Berlioz

having read the Gerard de Nerval prose translation of Goethe's

original. Termed by the composer as a "dramatic legend," the

later version employs many of the ideas first used in the

earlier one, with only a few changes, mainly in the areas of

harmony and orchestration. The text was a free amalgamation

of Nerval, M. Gandonniere, and Berlioz. One of the liberties

Berlioz took in his setting was inspired by the Rakoczy theme

which so enamoured the composer that he deigned fit to locate

Faust in Hungary, a feature that was to irk the critics,
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particularly those of Germany. In response, Berlioz replied,

"I would have had no hesitation in taking him anywhere in the

wrold if the work would have benefited. I was under no com-

pulsion to keep to Goethe's story." 6

But the reception accorded The Damnation of Faust was any-

thing but cordial. On first performance it did not even

register a "success-d'estime," and it played to empty houses

on more than one occasion. The first of the three parts of

this piece includes an opening sequence of a spring song,

rural song, and an intrusive nationalistic march (Rackoczy).

Musically, the style veers between arioso, strophic solos

with chorus, and a resolute interlude-finale. The long

second part reveals Faust's oscillations of mood and morale

through scraps of monologue or dialogue, the Easter scene,

and Averbach's tavern consisting of the "flea", song and brash

"rat" song. Part three concerns Marguerite's seduction,

death, and Faust's ride to the Abyss.

The opera Faust by Charles Fracois Gounod was the first

opera based on the subject of Faust to take a permanent place

in the international repertoire. Composed between 1856 and

1868, Gounod's work was conceived not as an imitation of

6. David Cairns, trans. and ed., The Memoirs of Hector
Berlioz (London: Victor Gollanez Ltd.), 415.

7. A. E. F. Dickinson, The Music of Berlioz (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1972), 67-70.
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Goethe's effort but rather drew only lightly upon the sub-

ject matter of Part I and constituted a new version based

only upon the Marguerite episode.

His having studied under such conservatives as Reicha and

Hallivy and having been brought up a strict and devout Catholic

(he once studied for the priesthood) did much to influence

the style of Gounod's composition. Criticized for having a

certain tendency toward a saccarine sentimentality, Gounod's

Faust has been typed as a sentimentalized love story-not

worthy of Goethe'e lofty ideals. Nevertheless, taken on its

own terms, Gounod's Faust is effective and beautiful, and, in

its more inspired moments (such as the church scene), assumes

a truly dramatic character seldom approached in other Faust

settings.

Gounod's Faust was first produced as an opera-comique in

Paris, in 1855. Recitatives were soon added, however, and in

its new form Faust "became the most popular French opera ever

written, attaining its two-thousandth Paris performance in

1934 and having been given besides in at least forty-five dif-

ferent countries and twenty-four different languages."8

Other Faust operas appearing at about this time were

Herv6's Le Petit Faust (1868), a parody on Gounod's by then

an immensely popular work; Francisco Freitas-Gazul's A

Damnac'ao da Fausto (c. 1860); Gordigiani's Il Fausto (c. 1850);

Zaitz's Faust (1880; and Heinrich Zollner's Faust (1887).

8. D. J. Grout, A Short History of Opera, 2nd ed. (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1965), It 341.
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A story of such manifold complexity as Faust clearly

defies a definitive setting, particularly if based upon

Goethe, and there seems to be only two paths which a composer

can choose between to come up with a work of viable coherency,

these two paths being either (1) setting only a single epi-

sode or part (as in the case of Gounod); or (2) creating a

work of such massive proportions that the whole plot and

characterization can be feasibly delineated (as Berlioz

did with his Les Troyens or as Wagner carried to extremes in

his Ring trilogy). Unfortunately, Arrigo Boito chose to do

neither but rather incorporated the whole of Goethe into one

medium-length opera. By grossly truncating the text, Boito

managed to produce a rather good libretto concerning the

Faust-Mephistopheles-Marguerita episode while completely

"missing the point" of Goethe's Part II. Employing a colorful,

extroverted, and dramatic orchestral language and an equally

spectacular vocal parlance, Boito's setting has the tendency

to sound cheap and theatrical when compared to the loftiness

of Goethe's text.

Beginning in 1862, Boito finished work on his opera in

1868, and the work had its first two performances shortly

thereafter at La Scala, with the composer conducting. It

was a fiasco. Withdrawing the opera, Boito made some revisions,

and eight years later the work met with a lasting success.

While realizing that Boito failed to do justice to

Goethe, as do all others, for that matter, it is reasonable
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to say that "symbolism even as simple as that of Kafka sits

uneasily on opera, and for very clear reasons, and Goethe's

vision was something altogether larger, more nebulous, and

more mystical." 9

Taking the path opposite to that taken by Boito, Alfredo

Briggemann chose not one but three different settings in his

attempt to adapt a work from Goethe's complete text. The

three complete operas, perhaps the homogenous musical work

closest to Wagner's Der Ring des Nibelungen, are Doctor

Faust (produced in 1907), Margaret (produced in 1910), and

Faust and Helena, Faust's Redemption (never performed). The

first opera is dedicated to Humperdinck, Briggemann's teacher,

while the second is dedicated to Puccini. In his preface to

the first opera, Bruggemann writes:

Therefore I beg you to accept with indulgence the
present "Faust scenes" and hope that they will not
be judged as a reflection of [Wagnerian] music drama.
Such a drama I did not want and instinctively I
have not even dare to write. 1 0

The first opera in Bruggemann's "trilogy" begins with

the prologue in heaven and ends with the meeting of Faust and

9. Richard Law, notes from Mephistopheles London records,
OSA 1307.3.

10. Alfredo Briggemann, Doctor Faust (Leipzig: Ricordi, 1907),
1: "Pertanto io prego di voler accogliere con indulgenza
le presenti 'Scene Faustiane' e conto ch'esse non vengano
considerate sotto il falso prisma del dramma musicale.
Tale dramma io non ho voluto, e, forse istintivamente,
non ho neppure osato scrivere."
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and Margaret. The second opera is concerned with the "Mar-

garet episode" and takes us up to the Apotheosis. The con-

cluding opera, and probably the reason that it has not been

produced, concerns itself with the Apotheosis with all its

ritualistic and symbolic meaning.

Other Faust operas appearing at this time include a

quite simple and straightforward setting by Cyrill Kristler.

Produced in 1905, this work employs a continuous style of

writing and is scored for a rather large "late-Romantic"

orchestra.11

A text by Eugene Adenis, after Goethe's Faust, Part II,

provided the source for not one, but two operas. Two sepa-

rate works entitled Faust et Hel ne were written to Adenis'

text, one by Lili Boulanger, the other by Claude Delvincourt.

What is most interesting is that both won the Grand Prix de

Rome in 1913 (Mme. Boulanger being the firstwoman to win this

coveted award). While both works are worthy of repeated per-

formance, it is the Boulanger score which perhaps captures

best the drama and anxiety of the text through a setting that

reveals meticulous care and attention to detail coupled with

a sense of modulation that expertly depicts the different

moods and characters of the work.

In addition to Busoni's Doktor Faust (1924), which shall

be dealth with extensively in the following chapters, there

11. Kelly, op. cit., 98.
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have been several other twentieth-century Faust operas which

are worth noting. Hermann Reutter has, with Bruggemann, the

distinction of writing more than one opera dealing with Faust.

His opera, Dr. Johannes Faust, with a libretto based on the

old puppet plays, was first produced in 1936. A "numbers"

opera full of theatrical effects, its music is popular in

idiom and exudes "folksong influence in the melodic material

and the harmonization is archastic in style." 1 2  In Don Juan

und Faust (1949), Reutter attempts completely to adapt

theatrical and musical nuance to the demands of the libretto,

which is based on the play of the same title by Christian

Dietrich Grabbe. The work is a blend of various elements,

spoken dialogue, pantomime, ballet, and in an attempt to

surround each character within a descriptive harmonic sphere,

Reutter employs a harmonic mixture consisting both of tonal

and atonal elements.

Another German composer that was influenced by the Faust

legend was Werner Egk, whose opera Die Zaubergeige (1935)

became a great success in Germany mainly on account of its

use of the popular post-romantic idiom. Based on a play by

Count Pocci, Die Zaubergeige is perhaps more closely akin to

Stravinsky's L'Histoire du Soldat in story content than to

Faust. A work by Egk that was based on the Faust story is

12. Bartlett, K. W., "Reutter, Hermann," Grove's Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 5th ed., ed. Eric Blom (London:
Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1954), VII, 135-136.
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is his 1948 ballet Abraxas, which utilizes the plot of Heine's

dance-poem Dr. Faust. Aside from Carl Orff, Werner Egk was

one of the few German composers in the first half of the

twentieth century who completely eschewed the contrapuntal

language employed by the so-called "Hindemith school." Egk's

style stems more directly from "the harmonic and rhythmic

innovations of Stravinsky and the modern French school."1 3

It has not been the intention, in this chapter, to make

a complete elaboration upon all the operas based upon the

Faust legend. I wish only to give the reader a certain idea

of the vastness of the material involved and the variety of

the musical settings. The subject of Faust has proven its

fertility for composers of all nationalities and musical

tendencies. Practically every variation on the legend has

been utilized in operatic treatment (with the possible

exception of Thomas Mann's Doktor Faust) and until society

suppresses, with total finality, man's will to aspire and

his ability to dream . . . until then will man continue to be

inspired by and identify with the troubled magician Doctor

Faust.

13. Bartlett, K. W., "Egk, Werner," Grove's Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 5th ed., ed. Eric Blom (London:
Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1954), II, 891.



CHAPTER IV

BUSONI

The seventh decade of the nineteenth century witnessed

the birth of an astonishing number of creative musicians who

were destinedto play pivotal positions in the summation of

romanticism and the creation of new principles of musical

aesthetics. Among those who were to sum up the last stages

of romanticism were Wolf, Mahler, and R. Strauss. The real

spearheading of a new aesthetic was left to two other remark-

able men, Claude Debussy and Ferruccio Busoni.

Ferruccio Busoni was born Easter Sunday, April 1, 1866,

at Empoli, Italy. His musical gifts were discerned at an

early age and strongly encouraged by both parents, who were

themselves professional musicians. The mother, Anna Weiss, a

gifted pianist, was of German-Italian descent while his father,

Ferdinando Busoni, was of pure Italian origin.

Ferruccio made his first public appearance at the age of

seven and a year later played the "c minor Concerto of Mozart

very precisely and with fine details."' It was from this time

on that his parents began to concentrate in earnest on culti-

vating the talents of their son.

1. Ferruccio Busoni, The Essence of Music and Other Papers,
translated from the German by Rosamond Ley (London:
Rockliff Publishing Corp., 1957), 54.

46
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Concerning his early musical education, Ferruccio cre-

dits his mother with teaching him the importance of rhythmic

stability, correct fingering and good taste. It was, how-

ever, his father whom Ferruccio was later, in an epilogue to

his complete edition of Bach's clavier works, to credit as

his main musical influence during his formative years.

Busoni wrote in August 1923:

I have to thank my father for the good fortune that
he kept me strictly to the study of Bach in my child-
hood, and that in a time and in a country in which the
master was rated little higher than a Carl Czerny. My
father was a simple virtuoso on the clarinet, who liked
to play fantasias on Il Trovatore and the "Carnival of
Venice"; he was a man of incomplete musical education,
an Italian and a cultivator of the "bel canto." How did
such a man in his ambition for his son's career come to
hit upon the one thing that was right? I can only compare
it to a mysterious revelation. He educated me in this
way to be a "German" musician and showed me the path which
I never entirely deserted, though at the same time I never
cast off the Latin qualities given to me by nature.2

At the age of nine Ferruccio made his Vienna debut as a

pianist and a year later as a composer. This time marked the

beginning of a nomadic life style of a concert pianist, a life

from which he was never able to completely break away. His

Viennese debut as a pianist, composer and improvisor was a

brilliant success. The most important critic of the time,

Eduard Hanslick, wrote an article on the child which appeared

in the Neue Freie Presse on February 13, 1876. In this he said:

"It is a long time since an infant prodigy appealed to us as

2. Edward J. Dent, Ferruccio Busoni (London: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1933), 17-18.
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much as little Ferruccio Busoni. Precisely because there is

so little of the infant prodigy about him and so much that

suggests a good musician, not merely an inexperienced amateur

but also a real composer. "3 Of the six short original piano

pieces Busoni played at this time Hanslick noted "a remarkable

seriousness and maturity which suggests a devoted study of

Bach."

Busoni's first systematic study of composition came dur-

ing his stay in Graz in 1878. It was here that he began his

training in composition under Dr. Wilhelm Mayer, who wrote

music under the pseudonym W. A. Remy. Mayer-Remy's style of

writing was influenced by Schumann, with counterpoint based

on Cherubini and orchestration on Berlioz. He was an anti-

Wagnerite. Busoni studied with Remy in Graz until 1881, when

his family once again embarked on a wadering lifestyle. Busoni

was later (1885) to study composition in Leipzig where Brahms,

knowing of him from his earlier Vienna concerts, gave him an

introduction to Reinecke. It was in Leipzig that he met Henri

Petri, Frederick Delius and Gustav Mahler.

The young Busoni, by now more or less on his own, con-

tinued his extensive concert tours and in 1889 secured a teach-

ing post at the Helsingfors Conservatory. The musical condi-

tions at the Conservatory were deplorable and a deep feeling

3. Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt, Ferruccio Busoni, Chronicle of
a European, translated by Sandra Morris (London: Calder
and Boyars, 1970), 17.

4. Ibid., 18.
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of loneliness and separation from the "familiar" increased

his anxiety over his newly acquired position. As a consola-

tion,however, it was in Helsingfors that he met his wife,

Gerda Sjostrand, the daughter of a Swedish sculptor who had

settled there.

A teaching position at the Moscow Conservatory followed

in 1890. Busoni and his new wife began their new life with

high hopes. During the previous summer Busoni had won the

coveted Rubinstein prize (its first adjudication) for composi-

tion with his Konzertstuck Op. 31a. As was the case in Hel-

singfors, Busoni still remained unhappy in the gloomy cold of

Moscow,and "apart from his friendship with Alexander Siloti,

he met with nothing but jealousy and ill-feeling at the Con-

servatory."5 As luck would have it, Busoni was offered a

teaching position at the New England Conservatory in Boston,

through the kind patronage of TheodoreSteinway and Co.; so

the young couple sailed for America, arriving at the beginning

of September, 1891. In little more than a year, Busoni's

"Faustian" restlessness was again to cause his resignation;

however, he was to return four more times as a concert pianist

in the years 1904, 1910, 1911 and 1915.

The concert tours in American were interspersed with more

frequent tours throughout Europe and Russia. The decade of

the nineties was spent in the solidification of Busoni' s fame

5. Ibid., 31.
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as a pianist and a striving toward independence and individu-

ality of style in his compositions. While successful in the

first endeavor (he was later, however, drastically to alter

his tyle to a more subjective pianism), his compositions at

this time clearly reflect the musical eclecticism of a cosmo-

politan. A group of Busoni' s more ambitious works from this

period include a Symphonic Suite for Orchestra, Op. 25 (1888),

Konzertstuck for Piano forte and Orchestra, Op. 31a (1890--

awarded the Rubinstein prize for composition, 1890), Konzert

D-dur fUr die Violine, Op. 35a (1896-7), and his (First)

Sonata for Violin and Pianoforte, Op. 29(1890--awarded the

Rubinstein prize in 1890). 6

A close inspection of these relatively early works shows

a musician profoundly influenced by Brahms, yet these works

reveal a somewhat detached "air" influenced perhaps by Busoni's

Latin ancestry. However, it was not until the writing of the

Second Sonata for Violin ad Pianoforte in E Minor (1898) that

Busoni considered that he had found his true style of musical

expression. In a letter to his wife in 1905, he wrote

In thought I went through my bundle of work from the
beginning, through all its different stages. I remember
that I went through a horrible time whilst I was writing
the "Second Quartet" (1886) . . . The task was too big
for me; I was at a very uncertain stage . . . No, my

6. For Busoni's own explanation of the system regarding his
use of opus numbers, the author refers the reader to an
article entitled "Remarks about the Proper Order of the
Opus Numbers of My Works" printed in Busoni, op. cit.,
77-79.
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existence as a composer really begins with the second
violin sonata.7

Another important observation Busoni made, on his development

as a creative musician, was stated in a letter to his wife

Gerda in August 1907. In this letter he wrote:

. . . As you know, the first in the formation of my
musical taste was to get Schumann and Mendelssohn out
of my system; Liszt, I misunderstood, then worshipped,
and eventually admired more calmly; Wagner, I regarded
with hostility, then awe, and subsequently, being a
Latin, rejected him again; Berlioz took me by surprise.
One of the most difficult things of all was learning
to distinguish between the good and bad in Beethoven.
Recently, I discovered the latest French composers, and
when I found myself falling for them too readily, promptly
dropped them again. Finally, I have drawn spiritually
closer to the older Italian theatre music. These meta-
morphoses cover a span of twenty years. Throughout that
time my admiration for the "Figaro" score remained
constant, like a beacon in a restless sea. But when I
looked at it again a week ago, for the first time I de-
tected human weaknesses in it. I was delighted to dis-
cover that I was no longer so completely under its spell,
although on the other hand, it is a real loss and shows
the transience of all human activity (particularly my
own.) . . .8

This metamorphosis became almost complete after the midway

point of the first decade of the twentieth century. To be

sure, Busoni' s style of composition (and playing also) contin-

ued to undergo the process or evolution of change, growing

increasingly more subjective and introspective during the last

7. Ferruccio Busoni, Letters to His Wife, translated by Rosa-
mond Ley (London: Arnold & Co., 1938), 91.

8. H. H. Stuckenschmidt, op. cit., 95.
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decade of his life.9 These last ten years of his life saw

him becoming more despondent regarding his existence as a

touring concert artist. His attempts to escape this way of

life and devote himself to what he believed was his true

artistic calling, that is, composition, were not very success-

ful, and he and his family remained largely dependent on this

source of income until his death in 1924.

As a teacher, Busoni must rank near the top of the list

as a personality of immense musical influence. Besides the

teaching positions already mentioned, and others he was to

respond to (for brief periods) or turn down, Busoni's most

influentially important teaching was done outside the conser-

vatory. Starting with the Weimar, Vienna and Basle master-

classes (1900, 1908, and 1910, respectively) Busoni continued

teaching piano and composition to students of his own choosing

up to the period of his last illness.

Nobody knows the exact number of students who received

instruction under Busoni. We know that they were people of

various nationalities and mentalities. According to Stucken-

schmidt "about thirty have become well-known pianists, about

ten as composers."1 0  As a teacher, he was considered by his

9. Busoni's self-imposed exile in Switzerland meant the for-
saking of all that was dear to him in Berlin: friends,
apartment and his extensive library.

10. H. H. Stuckenschmidt, op. cit., 178. Among the pianists
were von Zadora, Egon Petri and Eduard Steuermann. The
composers included Weill, Jarnach,Vogel, Wolpe and
Dallapiccola.
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students as not merely a "musician" but also a personality,

a kind of phenomenon. Kurt Weill, a student of Busoni's

shortly after World War I, describes the daily gatherings as

an

. . . exchange of thoughts in the highest sense, with-
out self-righteousness, without the slightest trace of
envy or malice, and the acknowledgment of each crea-
tion that reveale t alent and ability was unrestrained
and enthusiastic.

112Richard Vlad, in an article entitled "Busoni's Destiny,

names the well-known composers Luigi Dallapiccola and Vladamir

Vogel as two in whom Busoni's influence is readily apparent.

This influence extended to Busoni's use of bold, complex

stylistic procedures to express his loftiest inner experiences.

These procedures can be seen and heard in many of the works of

Busoni's last two decades, works such as the five movement

Piano Concerto Op. 39 (1904) which makes use of a male chorus

in the last movement, Turandot with its pentatonic scales,

and the polytonality of the Berceuse 6l6giaque and the Sona-

tina Secondaallgive ample indication of Busoni's greatness

as a composer, but it was in his last uncompleted masterwork,

his opera Doktor Faust, that Busoni was to combine these bold,

complex stylistic procedures into a whole infinitely greater

than the sum of its parts.

11. Bernard Jacobson, "Busoni" Musical America (May, 1966),
135.

12. Roman Vlad, "Busoni's Destiny" The Score (December, 1952),
8.
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In addition to the teaching duties, concertizing, and

compositional endeavors, Busoni was becoming increasing aware

of the compositional activities of his contemporaries. While

living in Berlin, he instigated a moderately successful series

of concerts devoted to the works of his contemporaries,

including many first German performances of works by such out-

standing composers as Delius, Sibelius, d'Indy, Berlioz, Nielsen

and Debussy. Strangely enough, however, the works of these men

were conspicuously absent from Busoni's piano repertoire.

There also exists a discrepancy between Busoni's theories and

aesthetic speculations and his actual compositional practice.

This point was brought out by Edgard Varbse, who visited Busoni

in Berlin in 1907. This was the time that Busoni was formulat-

ing his controversial theories in aesthetics that were later

collected and publishedunder the title of The Essence of Music

(1922).

Just prior to the outbreak of World War I, Busoni accepted

a position as director of the Liceo Musicale in Bologna but

again his "Faustian" restlessness drove him to escape from

this situation within two-years time.

By an inward compulsion Busoni was attracted to Germany's

intellectual and musical climate and during the war he was

to feel acutely the disappointment at being "exiled" from the

13. There were twelve of these concerts, devoted to contem-
porary music, given between 1902 and 1909 in the Beetho-
vensaal in Berlin. For a complete list of programs,
see Dent, op. cit., 332-336.
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musical life of his native country. Let us recall that at

the outbreak of World War I, he was forced to flee Berlin,

his home, and to seek refuge in the neutrality of Switzer-

land. This was because the Germans considered him an Italian,

therefore, an enemy of the state, but to the Italian nation

he was considered an exile, a Germanophile. Thus, he was

truly a man without a country.

After the war, Busoni moved his wife and himself back to

their Berlin apartment.14 When

. . . he found himself back in his familiar quarters
in Berlin, in 1919, a further four years of inflation
and the beginning of his fatal illness set up new and
hardly surmountable barriers. A few years after his
death, the great world depression and the rise of
National Socialism in Germany, followed by World War
II, utterly destroyed the basis on which Busoni's
artistic creed had been built, and reduced to a mini-
mum the chances of his universal success as a creative
artist.15

The deeper cause of Busoni's neglect as a composer lies,

however, not in these external events, but rather in the

intrinsic nature of Busoni' s art.

Ferruccio Dante Michelangelo Benvenuto Busoni died on

the twenty-seventh of July, 1924, leaving his masterpiece,

his artistic testament, Doktor Faust, uncompleted.

14. Both of Busoni's sons were painters: Benvenuto (b. 1892)
had a studio in ZUrich, while Raffaello (b. 1900) was
at the time studying in Paris.

15. From a quotation by Hugo Leichentritt, reprinted in
Roman Vlad, op. cit., 4.
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Busoni's Aesthetics

Ferruccio Busoni was one of the most original musical

philosophers of his time. Of his literary compositions,

Busoni himself has this to say: "I find writing far less of

an effort than composing; probably because I have less abili-

ty for it." This, however, is an understatement characteris-

tic of Busoni's humble character. The fact is that he had

shown a remarkable skill in the mastery of several different

languages. In his poetic work Der Machtige Zauberer (1907),

Busoni revealed his artistic credo that was to pervade his

writings, both musical and literary, for the rest of his life:

"I want to attain the unknown, what I already know is bound-

less, but I wish to go even further. The final word still

eludes me!" 1 6

Most of Busoni's writings concerning music are contained

in the important volume entitled The Essence of Music (1922).

That he believed himself to be an innovator is apparent from

the tone and content of his writings. He felt predestined,

by his cultural background and innate character, to carry out

the historic task of reknitting the threads of an (Italian)

instrumental tradition which had been severed by the general

infatuation with opera and re-integrating this tradition with

the developments, achievements, and formal implications of

16. H. H. Stuckenschmidt, op. cit., 133.
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the "classical" symphony and German romanticism.17 Busoni

was convinced that the forms and procedures handed down by

tradition must be continually renewed since the chief lesson

we learn from a study of the great works of the past is to be

different from what has gone before. But every enrichment of

the composer's means can only be drawn from the examination,

the mastery, and the exploitation of the results of past ex-

perience. That is to say, it was the formation of beautifully

balanced form which impressed Busoni most profoundly. This,

then, is the central concept of what Busoni designated a "young

classicism."

Busoni referred to experimentation as essential to the

basis of art. With this premise in mind he experimented with

and wrote about such novelties (for that time) as new and

exotic scale structures based on the division of the whole-

tone into three parts, quarter-tones, and he even concerned

himself with the beginnings of electronic sound production

(i.e., Cahill's Dynaphone). The closest Busoni ever got to

the practical application of his revolutionary ideas was a

special three manual pianoforte he had built upon which he

could realize his proposed scale systems. There seems, how-

ever, to be a great discrepancy between Busoni's proposed

theories and the actual techniques that he employed in his

own musical compositions. While freely advocating the use of

17. Roman Vlad, op. cit, 4.
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exotic scale structures, instruments, and the like, he rarely

transgressed (with a few notable exceptions) the bounds of

tradition.18 This seems to be what the author refers to as

the paradox of the man Busoni. This type of dualism pits

Busoni the pianist against Busoni the composer, Busoni the

profound philosopher and the pointed wit, the conservative

and the revolutionary. To stretch this paradox even further,

the very initials F. B. form a tritone, the chord which medie-

val scholars spoke of as the "diabolus in musica." To stretch

this line of thought to the breaking point we only need to

recall Busoni' s birth date: both April-Fool's Day and Easter.

It was an augury of the strange life to follow, a life of such

stuff as legends are made on. And a legend that life became.1 9

More pertinent to the main topic of this study are Busoni's

ideas and philosophies concerning opera. While basically an

anti-Wagnerite, Busoni did take a like stand on the idea of

opera being a form embracing all aspects of musical artistic

endeavor. In his essay entitled "The Oneness of Music and the

Possibilities of the Opera," Busoni writes:

. . . opera conceals,united in itself, all the means
and forms which otherwise only come into practice singly

18. These exceptions include Busoni's concept of "total"
chromaticism as employed in such works of his as Gesang
vom Reiger der Geister Op. 47 and the Indianische Phan-
tasie, and his use of polytonality in his Berceuse el1-
giaque, Sonatina Seconda, and the Fantasia Contrapunt-
istica.

19. Ronald Stevenson, "Busoni, the Legend of a Prodigal,"
The Score (March, 1956), 15-16.
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in music. . . . The domain of opera extends over the
simple song, march, and dance tunes, to the most compli-
cated counterpoint, from the song to the orchestra, from
the "worldly" to the "spiritual"--and still further--
the unlimited space over which it disposes qualifies it
to take in every kind and style of music and to reflect
every mood.2 0

But Busoni goes on to add that opera is "a musical work

of the combined arts" as opposed to the Wagnerian conception

of opera as "a work of the combined arts."

To Busoni the first all-important consideration was the

choice of subject on which to form a libretto. The subject

matter must, by necessity, call for musical elucidation.

Busoni believed reality not to be material for an opera but

rather subjects dealing with fantastical situations and the

like, particularly subjects concerned with magic or the super-

natural. 2 1  Mozart's Zauberfl*te came closest, in his estima-

tion, to this expressed ideal. "It writes instruction and

entertainment with a solemn spectacle to which entrancing

music is added." 2 2

Another curious idea held by Busoni was that eroticism is

no subject for art but rather a concern of life (i.e., reality).

He also condemned love-duets as being not only shameful but

20. Busoni, Essence, 7.

21. Busoni's strong preference for "sensational" literature
is exhibited in his frequent references to such authors
as E.T.A. Hoffmann, H.G. Wells, Robert Louis Stevenson,
Jules Verne, and Villers de L'Isle Adam.

22. Busoni, Essence, 8.
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dramatically "untrue" and a cause of embarrassment to the

audience. As justification for this rather extreme stand,

Busoni states that "in the older operas (Mozart, Rossini,

Cimarosa) there is no love duet." 23 This attitude places

him as antithetical to the ideals of the Verismo school of

opera. Busoni' s was a theatre of illusion as opposed to the

Verismo theatre of reality. To Busoni, music was an affair

of the intellect and thus could not be expected to subsume

such rhetorical attitudes as were implied in the works of

Puccini and his group. In regard to this, Dmitri Mitropoulos

recalls his first lesson with Busoni where Mitropoulos played

a rather long piano sonata of his and Busoni said to him

later, " . . . your music has too much passion for me." Mi-

tropoulos goes on to recall that Busoni believed music to be

neither an imitation of nature nor of life, but rather a

stylized way of expressing mood and emotion, and that his

approach to music was spiritual rather than sensual, always

tempered with intellectuality.2 4

23. This is a rather uncautious statement on Busoni's part
as there are numerous operas of pre-romantic origin
that contain love-duets.

24. Dmitri Mitropoulos, "Recalling Busoni," The New York
Times, October 7, 1951, section 2, 7.



CHAPTER V

BACKGROUND TO BUSONI'S DOKTOR FAUST

Busoni was. absorbed in the composition of opera through-

out his life. While he created many piano, orchestral, and

chamber pieces, these works played a somewhat secondary role

in Busoni's creative development. As with many of his con-

temporaries the Italian predilection for the stage played the

major role in his creative activities.

Busoni - composed four operas: Die Brautwahl (1908-11),

Arlecchino (1914-16), Turandot (1917), and Doktor Faust

(1916-24, unfinished). In addition to these four works, we

know through extant sketches and the like, that another

seven operas were either planned in detail or actually started

upon, only to be later abandoned, and the music, if there was

any, was to be utilized in other works.

During the year of 1885 Busoni asked Max Kalbeck for an

introduction to Brahms' friend, J. V. Widmann, the idea in

mind being to obtain a libretto. Widmann turned down Busoni's

proposal, and after careful consideration of such stories as

Keller's Romeo and Julia auf dem Dorf and Alarcon's El Nino

de la Bola, both of which he considered unsuitable for the

stage, Busoni found a bizarre short story in Baumbach's

61
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Sommermarchen entitled "Das Stille Dorf. "' The libretto,

written by Frida Schanz, was given the title of Sigune.

While the subject material was consistent with Busoni's

wants, it also proved unsuitable for the stage and what

little music was composed for it was soon utilized in other

compositions.

The second of these uncompleted operatic projects was

Ahavers Ende (1892), on the subject of the Wandering Jew. It

is a story which bears an afinity to the story of Faust. The

few surviving sketches are so fragmentary as to give only a

very incomplete idea of the whole.

The story concerns Ahasuerus, a wealthy Jew of Busoni's

timecondemned to an eternity of restless wandering. Of con-

siderable interest are the "monodramatic" characteristics of

these fragments. They reveal a "strange sense of solitude,

perceptible in almost every one of Busoni's works or projects

for the stage.2

Busoni seems to have worked very slowly upon his operatic

projects, constantly putting them aside to finish another work

or plan a series of concerts, so it is not altogether sur-

prising that we hear again of Ahasuerus in March, 1904 in a

letter to his wife, where he still is planning "to do . .

Ahasuerus, "3 which he never does.

1. Dent, op. cit., 56, 57. 2. Ibid., 292.

3. Busoni, Letters . . . , 76.
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The several operatic projects which never got past the

earliest stages of sketching were Aladdin (1902), after

Ohlenschlager; Der Machtige Zauber (1905); Das Geheimnis

(1912), after a work by Villers de L'Isle Adam; and

Arlecchino Part II (1919) a sort of sequel to his short,

satirical opera Arlecchino (1917).

Die Brautwahl (the Bridal Choice) was the first com-

pleted opera by Busoni. This work, based upon a short story

by E. T. A. Hoffmann, occupied the composer from 1906 to 1911.

The story itself concerns a rich Berlin merchant, his lovely

daughter, and her three suitors: a rich Jew, a young painter,

and a childhood friend. Die Brautwahl is a common enough

story concerning an everyday situation. What is uncommon

about this story is the impingment of supernatural powers

upon this middle-class domestic formula in the form of two

sorcerers who are sponsoring the rich Jew and painter. The

score of Die Brautwahl contains much originality and vitality

combined with a transparency of texture that was to become a

trait of recognition among Busoni's mature compositions.

We know from Busoni's letters that while working on one

piece, he was usually planning or thinking about one or more

other projects. Thus, during the years in which Die

Brautwahl was taking shape, he had already conceived the idea

of an Italian comic opera, which eventually materialized as

Arlecchino; however, the libretto of that opera was written
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- 4
in German, not Italian. Beyond Arlecchino, he had the

vision of the great Italian opera which was often discussed

but never actually composed; and beyond that, again, he was

beginning gradually to conceive the germ of Doktor Faust.

Arlecchino is written in an intimate chamber-music style

spiced with a rhythmic propulsion which reminds one of Verdi's

Falstaff, a work that had a profound influence upon Busoni's

musical thinking. As in the case of Die Brautwahl, the story

itself is of a rather ordinary nature as it concerns the

tribulations of married life, with, however, the introduction

of the commedia dell 'arte character of Harlequin, a speaking

role, and biting satire on the theatre, the conventional

opera, the war, and human nature in general.

Arlecchino was accepted by production by the Zurich opera

house but, as it was not long enough to occupy an entire

evening by itself, Busoni conceived of turning some incidental

music he had written in 1904 for Gozzi's Turandot, into a

short opera with spoken dialogue. These two operas were to

be considered as examples of a new "comedy of masks" (la nuova

commedia dell 'arte). The expanded Turandot music contains

several of Busoni's boldest conceptions, that is, the use of

polytonality and what he believed to be "exclusively original

oriental motifs and forms." 5 Compared to Puccini's lush

4. Busoni's three other completed operas also use a German
libretto of Busoni's own devising.

5. One of these so-called "oriental" motives is none other
than the well-known English melody "Greensleeves."
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setting, Busoni's Turandot indulges in little of the verismo

sentimentality and coloration for which Puccini was to become

idolized.

Busoni's first mention of Faust came in a letter to his

wife dated October 16, 1910; "Faust-Kasperle! singularly

moved by the three students. That is how the new work ought

to be made!" This remark clearly shows that Busoni must have

been thinking of Faust as a likely subject for an opera even

priror to this time, how much earlier we can not be sure.

From this remark we can also get the drift of Busoni's

thoughts in regard to the origin of his Faust, which is surely

not Goethe as the allusion to Kasperle is clearly a reference

to the German puppet-play tradition.6 At this point, Busoni

was far from sure as to his choice of operatic subjects, as

he had not even begun work on Die Brautwahl.

The year 1911 was spent planning and working on Die

Brautwahl; however, in 1912 Busoni, in a series of conver-

sations with the poet Gabriel d'Annunzio, planned an Italian

opera, based upon the life of Leonardo daVinci, a subject

first conceived in 1908 as a consequence of reading Merej-

kovsky's book on the artist. In a letter to his wife written

on September 13, 1908, he writes:

I must finish reading the Merejkovsky book one
day. I thought that he [Leonardo] might give me the
wished-for figure for my Italian opera. The historical
background of the Sforzas is big and one could make

6. Busoni was, however, not to make use of Kasperle in his
setting except to deliver the spoken introduction to the
audience.
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Leonardo the central figure of the action, like Hans
Sachs in the "Meistersinger." The episodes, when he

arranged the festivities at the court of the Sforza
and invented many clever mechanical devices for them,
are quite reminiscent of the role of Faust in the
puppet play by Herzog von Mantova, which Goethe also
used in the second part of Faust.7

For a long time the names of Leonardo and Faust inter-

mingled in Busoni's thoughts; however, these were not the

only figures around which Busoni conceived an opera. Merlin,

the great magician, is mentioned several times (much earlier

Busoni had made a piano reduction of Karl Goldmark's Merlin

opera) , a brief allusion to a "Dante" opera, and an opera

based on Don Juan figured into Busoni's operatic plans;

however, in the cases of Merlin, Dante, and Don Juan, his

plans were not put into action.8 Likewise, the subject of

"Leonardo" began to fade, particularly after d'Annunzio's

initial discouragement in August of 1912.

We hear little of Faust until 1913 when the poet Frank

Wedekind invited Busoni to write incidental music to his

Faust parody Franziska. Busoni was skeptical, however, and

believed if he did the Franziska music he would jeopardize

his chance for success if and when it came time to set his

own Faust.

The "when" finally came during late December, 1914, as

Busoni, in a blaze of inspiration, began and completed his

7. Busoni, Letters . . . , 139.

8. In all fairness, the subject of Don Juan was considered
and re-considered several times; but Busoni finally chose
to abstain, fearing comparison with Mozart's great
masterpiece.
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own libretto to Doktor Faust in six days. Prior to this

time, while Doktor Faust was still in the first stages of

conception, Busoni had to decide upon which of the "versions"

he was to base his work. Goethe's work provided an alluring

attraction, but Busoni himself admitted in his essay, "On the

Score of Doktor Faust," that his veneration for the over-

powering task led him to renounce it. This, no doubt, was a

particularly fortuitous decision, owing to the fact that

other composers had attempted setting Goethe's conception and

either decided upon utilizing only one of the two parts or,

as in the case of Boito, hopelessly turncating the two to

effect cohesion.

In a letter to his wife, Busoni revealed the origin of

his opera and also provided an important clue toitsmeaning.

I am following the tradition of the Mari-
onettes. It makes a striking picture. And if I
obey the inner logic, this ending is inevitable.
This man [Faust] is wise enough to be able to make
his own laws, but he has. not used his wisdom well,
for he is guilty of several murders and really no
good deed can be put down to his credit. Then, as
a nightwatchman, the devil, no longer connected
with evil, is brought into everyday human affairs,
so that the situation is hardly symbolic any longer.
Finally, Faust himself says, "If life is only an
illusion, what else can death be?" So that doubt
is raised as to the reality of the idea of the
devil, which, therefore lessens its importance.

What has the last Act got to do with the devil?
A man, ill, disappointed, tormented by his con-
science, dies of heart failure and is found by the
nightwatchman. The last word, too, is "a victim"
(and not "condemned" or anything like it) .9

9. Busoni, Letters . . . , 152.
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Two important points evident in the preceeding passage

are (1) that the opera is frankly and undisguisedly a puppet-

play by origin, and (2) Busoni was creating a work of

"unreality," a work for his "theatre of illusion." It is

scarcely possible, however, for Busoni to have conceived his

creation for puppet performers rather than living actors as

the technical demands upon the large, modern opera house,

the instrumentalists, and the singers exclude any possibility

of marionette performance. What we have of Busoni's con-

ception that does reflect the puppet nature of his setting

is, as Edward Dent says

. . . its remoteness from everyday sentiment and
sentimentality; the figures in the drama say and
do only what is necessary and no more--they have
no need and no chance to elaborate their parts
with all those "subtle touches" that on the com-
merical stage do so much to enhance the private
personality of the actor or actress and to appeal
thereby to spectators. The result of this
restriction is that Doktor Faust may seem lacking
in what we might call humanity; but the more
nearly it approaches to the manner of the puppet-
show, the more it gains in austerity and dignity.LO

The music to Doktor Faust occupied Busoni from 1916 until

his death in July of 1924. Again, the slowness of composition

stems not from any lack of technique of inconsistency of con-

ception, but rather from the intrusion of other activities,

that is, teaching, concertizing, and the composition of other

works.

10. Dent, op. cit., 272.
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The music itself, which will be examined in detail in

the succeeding chapter, is at once totally original and

eclectic.

When one considers that the score was written between
1916 and 1924, it sounds amazingly modern, with its
polytonal counterpoint, its series of chords of
fourths (which admittedly stem from the musical
domain of the Sonatina Seconda and the Symphonic
Nocturne), and even its glittering sequences of
seconds that are reminiscent of Alban Berg's Wozzeck,
written at more or less the same time.1 1

Concerning the two pieces mentioned above, the Second

Sonatina and the Symphonic Nocturne, Busoni was to refer to

as "studies" which he composed in 1912 and 1913 respectively,

and which he later incorporated into his "Faust" score. A

further "study," although much more extensive and important

in nature, was written about 1919 and bears the title Sarabande

and Cortege. In his article "On the Score of Doktor Faust,,"

Busoni wrote: "In the midst of writing, separated from and

yet dependent on the whole work, I created, for the sake of

experiment, a Sarabande and Cortege--a reduced model. Hearing

these works performed gave me further certainty and instruc-

tion."1 2 Both the Sarabande and the Cortege are incorporated

into the score in a form shorter than their concert counter-

parts, the Corthge being used as an introduction to the Main

Act of the opera, the Parma Court scene, while the stately

Sarabande, one of Busoni' s greatest creations, serves as a

11. Stuckenschmidt, op. cit., 124.

12. Busoni, "The Score of Doktor Faust," reprinted in Busoni,
Essence . . , 73.
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symphonic intermezzo between the Parma episode and scene two

in the Wittenberg tavern. Motives from both of these move-

ments recur throughout the opera, the music of which draws

upon both Italian lyricism and German complexity; now blending,

now contrasting the two.

Busoni's casting of the characters in Doktor Faust is

noteworthy in that he felt that the introverted, meditating

nature of Faust could not be convincingly expressed by a con-

ventional tenor protrayal; thus Busoni opts for a baritone

setting for his Faust while Mephistophele's part is created

for a tenor, the tessitura of the quick-witted devil alter-

nating between sprechstimme and exaggerated cantilena

reminiscent of Wagner's Loge.

Busoni's use of classical forms in the construction of

his opera will be discussed in the next chapter. However,

it is pertinent to state that these formal designs never

command interest for their own sake, but rather become an

organic consequence of the dramatic situation.

Ferruccio Busoni died in Berlin on July 27, 1924, leaving

his opera Doktor Faust uncompleted. Working from Busoni's

sketches, notes, and from memory, Phillip Jarnach, a pupil

of Busoni's, was able faithfully to complete the last scene.

Doktor Faust had its first production at the Dresden

Opera House on May 21, 1925. The performance was conducted

by Fritz Busch and produced by Alfred Reucker, with Robert

Burg as Faust and Theo Strack as Mephistopheles. The work
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met with little success on this, as well as other, occasions.

H. H. Stuckenschmidt accounts for this lack of success by

writing:

The performance happened to coincide with a
period in which new and revolutionary ideas were
to be found in every sphere of art. To the tra-
ditionalists, Busoni represented the revolutionary
ideas reflected in his Outline for a New Musical
Aesthetic. To the young, particularly those who
belonged to the School of Franz Sckrecker or Arnold
Schoenberg, he represented the ideas of the new
classicism, which were considered to be reactionary.
So his work was equally unacceptable to both
camps . . . Even the first performance in Berlin,
on 27th October 1927, did not really provide the
requisite breakthrough. Nevertheless, the piece
remained in the repertoire until 1929, conducted
by Leo Blech, with Friedrich Schorr as Faust,
Fritz Soot as Mephisto and Frida Leider as the
Duchess, but there were only eleven performances.
The real stature of Doktor Faust, and its influence
upon the future, were not recognized until after
the Second World War. It was fundamentally
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, who assured the lasting
success of this work, by singing the title role,
first in Berlin in 1954 and later in England as
well.13

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, the great German baritone and

principal exponent of Doktor Faust, has this to say on Busoni

and his work:

As an achievement about in the middle between
Wagner and Berg, Doktor Faust [had] some influence
upon Pfitzner and Hindemith, to whose Palestrina
and Mathis it stands next [to] as [an] example of
the "Problem-Oper," or "Kuenstler-Oper," show [ing]

13. Stuckenschmidt, op. cit., 126-127. Herr Fischer-Dieskau
has also sung the role in "concert" performance, most
notably in New York, 1964, 1966, and 1968 under Jascha
Horenstein and later, under Ferdinand Leitner in Munich,
of which a recording was issued by DG.
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the musical situation of a dying era. So, there
can hardly be any consequence of Busoni's work,
in spite of his audacious procedure into "Reihen-
technik" . . .14

Doktor Faust is an epic of disillusionment and disen-

chantment. It avoids theatrical values, love interest, and

characterization and instead places its stress on ideas.

Doktor Faust is not a religious symbolic work but rather an

"inner spiritual" symbolic work. It is this preoccupation

with "inner spiritualism" that leaves little doubt of the

self identification of Busoni with the striving Faust, whose

spiritual heritage finally survives his bodily extinction.

Edward Dent, Busoni's close friend and biographer, goes on

to elaborate on this subject of self identification by

stating that the character of Faust was to represent Busoni

himself, surrounded by his students and disciples, using the

symbol of Faust, the magician, as a symbol of his own powers

at the piano and Faust, the idealist, begging for genius, as

Busoni the creator.1 5

Although Busoni worked on the music for Doktor Faust for

almost eight years, he was unable to bring the piece to con-

clusion. Other compositional projects, in addition to

teaching and giving concerts, caused work on his opera to be

intermittent. The intervening years between Doktor Faust's

commencement and Busoni's death yielded other fruits of his

14. From a personal letter in possession of the author,
written on August 29, 1975.

15. Horst Koelner, Opera News, January, 1955, 30.
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creative genius, including the Bach Edition, completion of

the comic opera, Arlecchino, the Clarinet Concertino, the

Goethe Songs, and a spate of short piano pieces, most notably

the series of so-called sonatinas and the great A-flat minor

Toccata. Perhaps it was the result of this intermittency

that creates the impression of a certain unfulfillment and

inconsistency in the working out of some of Busoni's ideas.

With Busoni there is never a lack of ideas, just the opposite;

there are sometimes too many ideas, the result often being

a sort of "flitting" process utilized by the composer who

then sometimes fails to work out these ideas to an

artistically fulfilling and dramatically gratifying solution.

Nevertheless, there are more than a few brilliantly original

conceptions with which Busoni manages great artistic and

dramatic impact, most notably the rising variations of the

first conjuring scene and the didactic choral debate of the

Protestants and the Catholics in the Wittenberg Tavern scene.

These two episodes alone must rank Busoni with the finest

dramatists, both for their originality of conception and for

their originality of music execution.

In his compositions, Busoni was constantly striving to

make music more than a logical succession of notes, one fol-

lowing another; he strove to make music a direct spiritual

experience. It is in his last, unfinished masterpiece,

Doktor Faust, that we find this quality most obvious, and it

is this mystical essence of Doktor Faust which makes it truly
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unique among operas. In the appropriate words of Edward Dent,

we must agree that " . . . one cannot apply to Doktor Faust

the ordinary standards of operatic criticism. It moves on a

plane of spiritual experience far beyond that of even the

greatest of musical works for the stage. "16

16. Dent, op. cit., 304.



CHAPTER VI

DOKTOR FAUST

In regard to both musical and textual considerations,

Busoni's opera Doktor Faust represents a departure from other

better known'settings of this subject. The musical material

is eclectic yet at the same time startingly original, while

the text exposes not the Faust tale as adapted by Goethe but

a much older story handed down to Busoni through the medium

of the puppet stage, a version closer to Marlowe's conception

than to Goethe's. A brief synopsis of the plot will serve

to illustrate this difference to those familiar with the two

great settings mentioned.

Synopsis

Prologue I

Faust secures the magic book from the three underworld

messengers. With this book he can summon the spirits of Hell.

Prologue II

Faust conjures Mephistopheles and signs the pact.

Intermezzo

Faust encounters a soldier (Gretchen's brother) in a

cathedral. (The Gretchen episode, as adapted by Goethe in

75
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his Faust Part I, has already taken place prior to this time.)

Faust has the soldier killed, through the aid of Mephistopheles'

powers, and together they flee.

Principal Action (First Scene)

Faust enters the court at Parma on the Duke's wedding

day. By using his conjuring powers and bewitching ability he

seduces the new Duchess and together they flee.

Symphonic Intermezzo (Sarabande)

Second Scene

In a tavern in Wittenberg Faust philosophizes while two

groups of students (one Catholic, one Protestant) clash in

a raucous chorale debate. Mephistopheles enters telling

Faust that the Duchess is dead but sends him a gift--their

dead child, which turns to straw and burnes before the horri-

fied students. The three underworld messengers return for

the magic book, but a repentent Faust has already burned it.

The messengers inform Faust that his time has come.

Last Scene

On a street in Wittenberg Faust recalls his past. Stu-

dents walk past with Wagner, once Faust's assistant, who

has now taken Faust's place. Faust tries to pray but is

taunted by an image of the Duchess, materialized in the place

of a crucifix. She holds a lifeless child out for Faust and bids
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him to "finish his work while there is still time." Faust

pours out his anguish and frustration, then in a state of

transfiguration breathes his spirit of immortality into the

child's lifeless body. The child arises and walks off into

the distance. The minster clock strikes twelve; Faust

expires. The nightwatchman enters and laments over the man's

misfortune. We recognize the form of Mephistopheles as he

picks up Faust's lifeless form and carries him from the

stage.

This unusual setting, Busoni' s own freely adapted from

earlier puppet plays (probably Karl Simrock's version of

1846) , already suggests the highly original nature of Busoni's

conception. The musical qualities are jsut as interesting

in their own ways.

Employing a large orchestra and chorus, the score of

Doktor Faust additionally calls for an array of solo per-

formers, the characters of which at once differentiate Busoni's

setting from all others. Here I believe it expedient, before

I proceed with the analysis of the work, to list the "dramatis

personae."

Doktor Faust . . . baritone

Wagner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bass

Monk
Herold
Chaplain Mephistopheles . . . . . . tenor
Curier
Night Watchman

The Duckess of Parma . . ........ soprano



The Duke of Parma

Master of Ceremonies......

Margherite's Brother, Soldier

Lieutenant.. .........

Three Students from Cracow .

Theologist........ ...

Jurist...............

Student of Natural Science .

Four Students of Wittenberg

Gravis........1...... ....

Levis . .R .0 .0 .0 .0 . . . . .

Asmodus .. 0 .. 0.. 0..

Beelzebub

Megaros

baritone

bass

. .. baritone

...*.0 .a.0.0tenor

1 tenor, 2 basses

.. . 0. 0. 0. . bass

. . . . . .0 . bass

baritone

. . .0.0

. . . . 0. 0. 4. bass

. . . . . . . bass

. . .0.0.baritone

. . .0.0.baritone

.....4. ..tenor

Symphonia

Before the action of Doktor Faust begins, the orchestra

plays a "Symphonia," setting an atmospheric, almost impres-

sionistic, evocation of Easter. The peal of vesper bells,

building in intensity, is clearly expressed by Busoni's use

of open fifths and gradually increasing motion (Figure 1, la). 1

1. All figures, unless otherwise stated, are taken from
Doktor Faust piano score (Petri-van Zadora), Breitkopf
and H&rtel, Leipzig, 1926.

78
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Fig. l--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Symphonia, mm 6-8

Fig. la--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Symphonia, m 12

After the opening sequence, Busoni introduces about a

dozen measures of an altogether more complex and subjective

nature, alternating such diverse rhythmic groupings as 12/8,

15/8, and 18/8. A modal chorale intervenes (Figure 2) for

several measures, then again Busoni plunges back into an

agitato section (Figure 2a).
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7

Fig. 2--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Symphonia, mm 82-84

Fig. 2a--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Symphonia, m.r 88

The process of alternation repeats again and then we are

introduced to one of the outstanding conceptions of the opera,

an offstage chorus singing "Pax," again evoking the peal of

church bells (Figure 3).

Following this remarkable passage, a brief closing in

D/C Major (somewhat reminiscent of the music following the

death of Boris in Mussorgski's Boris Gudunov) brings this

"Symphonia" to a conclusion, a section expressing the

mystical and philosophical nature of the protagonist and
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the spiritual conflict which is the very crux of the

work.
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After this mood-setting symphonia, the curtain rises,

revealing a backdrop of a large puppet-theatre, which not
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of what they are about to see and hear, but also serves as

a symbol of Doktor Faust's origin. At this point, the figure

of Kasperle appears upon the stage to deliver Busoni's prose

prologue.2

In childhood's far-off day I watched, enthralled,
a play in which the Devil took a part;
that which my childish mind had once appalled
I knew in manhood for a work of art.
My conscious thought that early thrill recalled,
and then from knowledge could construction start;
within the seed the germ of life is packed,
and childish dreams beget creative art.

As in a mirror seen, life's gestures pass
across the stage, but false and counterfeit;
for all that's real 'tis a distorting glass,
but as a magic mirror, right and meet.
True values it destroys, but justice does
to those which claim the privilege of deceit;
thus realism to ridicule is brought;
what's only play compels your serious thought.

Such plays of unreality require
the help of Music, for she stands remote
from all that's common; she can wake desire
that's bodiless; in air her voices float.
So I bethought me who might best inspire
my muse with magic and mysterious note;
for, good or evil, blest or damned to Hell,
none other could attract me half as well.

Three such there were: one by the Prince of Hell
begotten was to be a devil-knight;
the Evil One upon a virgin fell,
and she brought forth a son, who, Merlin hight,3

against the powers of darkness did rebel,
bowing himself before the heavenly light.
Through the old serpent's heritage made wise,
that wisdom he to bless mankind applies.

2. Usually omitted in performance.

3. called.
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My second no such contradictions shows;
a man he stands, complete in every part.
Courage fantastic in his bosom glows,
and woman he pursues with ruthless art.
He's irresistible where ever he goes,
and would have been the hero of my heart,
but Master Wolfgang, everyone must own,
made Don Giovanni his and his alone.

A third remains: no meager hero he,
but one that every secret would find out;
grounded in magic and astrology,
nay more, the prey of philosophic doubt.
A lord of intellect he strives to be,
yet is by every passion tossed about;
to solve life's riddle, he sets out to drain
the cup of all experience--all in vain.

His end is horror, but his name remains;
the chronicle into a legend growing,
poetry decks it with immortal strains
(how oft rehashed and garnished, there's no knowing),
until a real experience he sustains,
hands unperceived life to his limbs bestowing;
Faust as a puppet-play still holds the stage,
enrapturing and startling each new age.

One day, before the gates of Frankfurt town
a great magician4 chanced to watch the play;
he boldly seized its figures for his own,
and like a mist the old show passed away.
By him into these characters was blown
the breath of life; they kept their ancient way,
but grew in mystic stature to the last,
hurtled on high, or to the depths down cast.

He wrote the last work and departed hence.
His house of mystery has many faces;
many have sought to find its inward sense,
and in its labyrinth have lost their traces.
How could I then have the self-confidence
to measure me with him in these high places?
I learned my lesson, took more modest aim;
and to the play of puppets back I came.

4. Goethe.
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Its quaint old figures tenderly I scanned;
age to them gave a beauty rare and strange.
Their colors I renewed with loving hand;
time does not ruin all that he may change.
Some sharper outlines, some more vague I planned,
new stitches in the old web sought to range.
The half-forgotten tale may yet -surprise,
and from the chrysalis a night-moth rise.

Yet though I seek to tell the tale anew,
its puppet parentage is plain to view.5

Prologue I

A brief agitato introduction of great rhythmic thrust,

a churning, driving, restless introduction (Figure 4) depicting

the tormented and restless nature of Faust, prepares us for

what Busoni calls Prologue I, which takes place in Faust's

chamber in the town of Wittenberg.

Fig. 4--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue I, mm 2-3

The music of the introduction settles down and Wagner,

Faust's understudy, enters to announce the arrival of three

5. Translation by R. W. Ruppel.
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mysterious students from Cracow. The vocal setting, while

not unusual in itself, shows Busoni's preference for setting

dialogue in a declamatory fashion often over a pedal point

(in this instance the voice enters a tritone above the

pedal) (Figure 5).

Fig. 5--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue I, m 33

At the words "drei Studenten" a motive is brought to our

attention (Figure 6) which will recur later when the students

reappear in the penultimate scene. The motive itself is

derived from the march-like section of Busoni's Sonatina

Seconda for Piano (Figure 7), a march that is quoted verbatim

to introduce the appearance of the "ghostly" students.

Fig. 6--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue I, m 51
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Fig. 7--Busoni, Sonatina Seconda, m 96

After announcing the arrival of the students, Wagner

tells Faust of a book which they have brought for the learned

man titled Clavis Astartis Magica. This book has its own

motive in the rather mystical shape of a wedge (Figure 8),

which helps lend an even greater aura of ambiguity to the

mysteriously entitled volume.

Fig. 8--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue I, mm 90-94

Faust jumps up and immediately goes into a paroxysm of

excitement, in a declamatory outburst over repeating triplets

in the strings, he expresses incredulity that here, at last,

is the book he has been waiting for; the book which will open

the door to all experience for him.
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The three students arrive, accompanied by the ghostly

funeral march from the Sonatina Seconda (Figure 7). They

announce themselves to Faust, with their characteristic

motive (Figure 6), and offer the great' volume to him.

Faust asks what he may give them as recompense for the

magical book, but they are non-commital as to the price.

They say "later, later" and bid him adieu (Figure 9),

Fig. 9--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue I, mm 237-238

leaving, as in appearing, to the strains of their march.

Faust asks Wagner if he saw the students leave; Wagner replies

that he did not see them pass, even though he was situated

where he could not miss their departure. At last Faust

realizes what they really were; messengers from the under-

world.

The music concluded the first Prologue, in much the

same agitated style in which it bagan, with a motivic allusion,

in the bass and trombones, to the magic book.

Prologue II

The second Prologue, or conjuring episode, commences

with a slow, meditative adagio of bi-tonal character (Figure
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10). Also in evidence, in this orchestral introduction, is

the affective interval of the dropping seventh (see Figure

8) used frequently here more or less as a unifying device

and to create harmonic ambiguity (Figure 10a).

V AW p

Fig. 10--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 1-4

Fig. lOa--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 10-11

The location of this scene is again in Faust's chambers

and it is midnight--the bewitching hour of ghosts and spirits.

Here Busoni indulges in exquisite tone painting to describe

the scene (Figure 11).
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Fig. l--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 52-53

Faust meanwhile enters and opens the magic book. He takes

off his girdle and makes a circle on the ground with it; he

then enters the circle and, holding the key which unlocks

the book, implores Lucifer to appear. The key begins to glow;

a greenish light flickers across the room. Faust calls again,

"Lucifer, Lucifer, appear to me!" with which an invisible

host of spirits, represented by the green light, answers

"What is thy will?" to the accompaniment of thunder from the

orchestra. Faust replies that he wishes them to send him a

servant to do his bidding. At this the light disappears, the

key ceases to glow and six tongues of flame float into the

room.

From the beginning of this conjuring scene the music

accompanying Faust's mostly declamatory music is a churning

rhythmic agitato reminiscent of the opening of Prelude I, a

restless type of writing which will recur during the conjuring

scene of Act I at the court of Parma.

Faust addresses the first spirit with the words "du

Erster, du tiefster."' The music (Figure 12) accompanying

these words is structured into a semitone progression,
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G-D flat-B-C, which is then followed by the words, "Gib deinen

Namen," this time set to a descending major seventh C-D, and

followed by an ascending augmented sixth D flat-B. This

stress on the motive of the seventh, with its counter-motive

of a minor second recalls the opening introduction to this

scene (see Figure 10) and serves as a melodic basis for the

variation-like treatment of Faust's confrontation with the

six spirit-flames.

Fig. 12--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 167-171

The form of each reply, by each spirit, is in itself a

sort of variation; that is, the pitch and animation of each

rises in conjunction with the spirit's inherent swiftness.

The orchestral accompaniment also becomes more frenetic as

Faust proceeds to question each spirit in turn.

The first flame answers his name to be Gravis (Figure

13). "How swift is your motion?" queries Faust. "Like sand
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in an hour glass" is the reply. Faust dismisses the flame

with contempt.

Fig. 13--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 172-175

The second spirit replies that his name is Levis and

that he is as swift as a falling leaf (Figure 14). Both

the latter half, of his reply and the accompaniment, float-

ing eighth notes, as opposed to the first spirit's accompani-

ment of 'staggered' quarter notes, hints at the motive(s) of

the second (seventh).

Fig. 14--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 201-204

Levis is duly dismissed and Faust calls upon the third

spirit, Asmodus, who retorts that he hastens like a run-

ning mountain brook (Figure 15). The accompanying figures

have accelerated, like the speed of each succeeding demon,

and are now triplets.
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Fig. 15--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 242-247

Faust proclaims Asmodus a braggart, setting the word "Prahler"

to a descending seventh, and dismisses. him with a contemptful

wave of the hand as he then places his sinking hopes upon

the fourth spirit, Beelzebub, who declares himself to be as

fast as a bullet from a barrel (Figure 16). This reply is

accompanied by eighth and sixteenth notes over a disjunct

triplet bass.

Fig. 16--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 280-283

Faust's desire is still not quenched as Megaros, the

fifth flame appears before the magician claiming to be as

swift as the tempest (Figure 17). This sounds more appealing

to Faust but still his expected ideal is unfulfilled and he'

lets Megaros go his way.
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Fig. 17--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 326-329

At this point Faust makes his fatal mistake by stepping

out of his magic circle, thus losing control of the situation

and becoming vulnerable to the powers of the last remaining

spirit (Mephistopheles), who appears without being summoned.

Over surging ostinato-like sextuplets this lone spirit

repeatedly calls- to Faust to heed him, with a vocal parlance

greatly stressing the important interval of a minor second

(Figure 18). The sixth spirit ends his tirade on a high C

Fig. 18--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 449-451

held for four measures, a striking example of the unusually

high tessitura of this demanding role.

Unable to bear anymore, Faust refuses to question this

spirit. The spirit states that he is as swift as the thought

of man. Faust is definitely interested and asks his name.

"Mephistopheles" (Figure 19) is the reply, at which an unseen
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chorus of invisible demons repeats the name over and over

canonically (Figure 19a).

Fig.9--Busn DFa

Fig. 19--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 510-511

At once the flame goes out and the character of Mephistopheles

appears on stage before Faust. Faust questions this Prince

of Darkness, who replies that he will deny him nothing while

he lives upon Earth; however, later Faust must serve him.

At this point, Busoni undisguisedly makes musical reference

to the Sarabande which he will use later as a symphonic inter-

lude and which harmonically, rhythmically, and melodically

will play a role of ever-increasing importance in the opera

(Figure 20 )F.
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Fig. 20--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 543-545

This sarabande motive recurs repeatedly as Mephistopheles

and Faust conclude their pact. A black raven flies in

through the window, a pen in its beak. Now Faust begins to

realize the consequence of his action, but he has no will

power left to resist. The peal of bells is heard; it is

Easter morning and a chorus begins singing a hymn, "Credo in

unum Deum Patrem omnipotentem. . . .*" Faust falters but

Mephistopheles taunts him until he signs the pact denouncing

God and all that is good and holy. At the same instant the

chorus breaks out in a vigorous setting of the Credo, a sym-

bol of paradox, as good and evil co-existing. The scene

concludes with the chorus singing a suppliant alleluia and

Easter bells extolling the triumph of good over evil.
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The choral writing in this last section of Prologue I

deserves special attention, particularly as it combines with

the voices of Faust and Mephistopheles.

The choir's first entrance with the phrase "Credo in

unum Deum . . . Et invisbilium" is set in a declamatory

chordal style while the remaining text of the Credo

(sostenuto alla breve) is in a florid contrapuntal style

reminiscent of the renaissance masters of Italy, whose

music Busoni knew well. The contrapuntal writing of this

second credo section is canonically structured and sounds

archaic as compared with Faust's "Wagnerian" recitative

above it (Figure 21). This section collapses, then rebuilds

in intensity at the height of which Busoni calls for a

return to "Tempo della Symphonia" and over an oscillating

figuration and harmonies of a more or less ecclesiastical

ambience, Faust thinks on the wages of his blasphemy (Figure

22). The writing at certain spots recalls the writing the

second scene of the first Act of Boris Gudunov which takes

place in Pimen's cell (Figure 22a).. How striking is the

similarity between these two very different works!

After this section the contrapuntal writing for the

chorus becomes more disjunct with emphasis on more syllabic

setting. Bells are introduced as in an organ, which plays

nearly throughout doubling the chorus and emphasizing the

harmonies.
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Fig. 22a--Mussorgski, Boris Gudunov, Act I, Scene one,
mm 34-35.

Faust signs the pact, while the chorus recalls the

opening Easter Symphionia with the word "Pax. " "My victim, "

cries Mephistopheles, using the major-seventh motive of E

to D-sharp and the orchestra forcefully states-the sarabande

motive and rhythm.

While Mephistopheles gloats over his supposed victory

we receive assurance from the chorus that the victory will

be short lived. This we receive in the form of a sung

alleluia. The Second Prologue ends with the sound of bells

in the distance (Figure 23),.
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Fig. 23--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Prologue II, mm 1041-1057

Intermezzo

This curiously titled episode takes place in an old

Roman Catholic cathedral in the town of' MU.nster. Prostrate

before a crucifix we see a soldier whom we know beforehand

to be the brother of Gretchen, whom Faust has seduced. This

is the only hint at the Gretchen episode which has taken

place many months in the past.

Busoni casts this Intermezzo into the form of a rondo.

The organ is used to call attention to each return of the

rondo idea, while the episodes are set orchestrally. It is

not so much the idea of a recurring theme that characterizes

the rondo, as there are several, but rather the texture change

from organ alone to orchestra.

The Intermezzo opens with an organ solo in the style of

a large chordal fantasia (Figure 24). The organ interval of
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a fourth gives this initial statement a gothic flavor. After

sixteen measures this chordal idea gives way to a toccata-

like section recalling the organ toccatas and intonazioni

of the Venetian Baroque masters (Figure 24a).

Fig. 24--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Intermezzo, mm 1-5

Fig. 24a--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Intermezzo, mm 17-18

Another chordal episode interrupts the flow of the toccata

only to give way to it again.

The soldier's solo enters over the last measures of

this four-part rondo-fantasia-toccata, and the organ con-

tinues with the orchestra at this point only in a much less

----------
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dominant role. In much the same style of vocal writing pre-

viously examined, this is a sort of declamatory arioso. The

soldier entreats the heavenly powers to punish him who is

responsible for ruining the life of his sister (Figure 25).

Here, and elsewhere, Busoni seems to favor a setting that

places a great deal of emphasis on the interval of a minor

second. While not used here as a motive "per se" these

seconds take on a unifying significance, but, at times,

become*a mannerism.

Fig. 2 5 --Busoni, Doktor Faust, Intermezzo, mm 71-75

The fantasia-rondo returns, with a new idea and its

secondary subject stated in the organ (Figures 26 and 27).

Fig. 26--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Intermezzo, mm 130-131
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Fig. 27--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Intermezzo, mm 144-145

This secondary subject (Figure 27) is *very like the passacaglia

movement of Lef~s Jan5~ek' s Glagolitic Mass (1927) .

At the end of this rondo statement Mephistopheles

enters with Faust. He points to the kneeling soldier and tells

Faust that the man wishes him dead. Faust tells Mephistopheles

to kill him. It will be done, but the deed must be on Faust' s

soul. The magician does not wish it to be so. "Let him fall

at the hands of another. " The rondo (Figure 26) recurs.

Mephistopheles leaves and returns shortly in a monk's

habit. He interviews the soldier and taunts him for thoughts

of premeditated murder. He tells him that his own death may

be imminent. From offstage comes the sound of trumpets and

snare drum, a military march hailing the appearance of six

soldiers, messengers of the Devil. The leader, a lieutenant,

accuses the lone soldier of striking down their captain. The

penalty is death. The other five fall upon the lone soldier

and kill him. Before they depart, Mephistopheles blesses

them and adds, "first of all, sacrilege. Brother and soldier,
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planning murder, killed, and Faust, the wise, has it on his

conscience. Three rats in one trap!" The organ returns

(Figure 26) with a new variation on the chordal fantasia,

the style and harmonies recalling Cesar Franck (Figure 28).

The trombones intone a solemn motive over tympani tremolo

and the Intermezzo is ended (Figure 29).

Fig. 28--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Intermezzo, mm 306-309

Fig. 29--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Intermezzo, mm 324-331

Everything up to this point in the opera has been of a

preliminary nature to invest the audience with the mood,

characters and ideas of Doktor Faust. We are now prepared

to enter into the main action of the opera, that is the

scene at the Court of Parma, Faust's union with the Duchess,

the scene in the Wittenberq tavern, the portent of the Faust/

Duchess union and the symbolic transfiguration of Faust.
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Principal Action

Scene One

The first scene of this, the principal action of Doktor

Faust, is set at the Ducal Court at Parma. As the scene

begins the Master of the Ceremonies enters, followed by a

bodyguard and drummer. He busies himself arranging the Duke's

entertainers and making himself appear very conspicuous and

important. Peasants, Dages, and maids of honor are milling

about.

All this bustling activity is set off by the orchestral

introduction, an animated cortege, which Busoni marks "in

carattere d'una polacca." This cortege is the same that

forms the counterpoint to the two studies for Doktor Faust,

the Sarabande and Cortege of 1918-1919. At an immediate

glance the construction of this cortege is of some interest

as it alternates measures of 3/4 with measures of 2/4 (Figure

30).

Fig. 30--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Principal Action, (Scene
one), mm 1-2.
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With few digressions this headlong rhythmic intensity is

kept up for over one hundred measures and leads directly

into a rousing, festive, peasant chorus complete with hunting

horns (Figure 31).6

Fig. 31--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Principal Action (Scene
one), mm 190-191.

With the cortege-pastorale we begin entering into the formal

structure of this scene which Busoni has fashioned into a

suite of dances.

The first of these dance episodes is a "Tempo di Valzer

vivace" (Figure 32), which accompanies boys wrestling in the

background. This is followed by a magnificent "military"

minuet (Tempo di Minuetto) with accompanying snare-drum drags

and trumpet calls (Figure 33).

6. A close parallel can be drawn between the style of this
chorus and Weber's use of a hunting chorus in the last
act of his Der Freischitz.
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Fig. 32--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Principal
one), mm 209-210.

Action, (Scene

This minuet hails the entrance of the Duke and Duchess on

horseback. The peasants join in, paying their respects to

the royal couple as this is their wedding day. The Master

of the Ceremonies greets them and tells them of the

Fig. 33--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Principal Action, (Scene
one), mm 322-323.

..F
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entertainment in store for them as part of the wedding fes-

tivities. None other than Doktor Faust, the great conjurer,

will use his skill to divert and entertain them. After a

brief march-like intermezzo Mephistopheles appears to an-

nounce the arrival of the famous magician and his entourage;

a fantastic procession is depicted orchestrally by a march

with accompanying chorus (Figure 34).

CA l~r

Fig. 34--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Principal Action, (Scene
one), mm 411-412.

The Duchess implores Faust to show them visions of

Biblical characters. Faust begins by conjuring Solomon and

the Queen of Sheba, followed by Samson and Delilah and John

the Baptist and Salome; each time the male character depicted

resembles Faust, the famale companion the Duchess. The

Duchess begins to fall under Faust's spell.

The music for this conjuring scene is no less interest-

ing than the accompanying action. The music itself is a sort

of miniature suite beginning with another "Tempo di Valse"

(rm. 579) succeeded by a march (m. 626), during which Busoni
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depicts the appearance of Solomon by scoring the passage for

harp and celeste. Harmonically and melodically we hear or-

chestral allusions to both the sarabande and cortege as the

music builds in chromatic intensity with each new feat of

Faust's magic.

Noticing the likened appearance of each apparition to

Faust and the Duchess, the increasingly jealous Duke calls

an end to the show and goes into the palace to see to the

wedding feast. Using the Duke's absence to his advantage,

Faust uses his powers to seduce the Duchess, who agrees to

flee with him. Faust leaves to make preparations and here

Busoni has set a quite moving soliloquy for the Duchess,

using an unabashed "romantic" musical language in which she

pours out her love for the magician (Figures 35 and 35a).

........................._..................

Ar- 4.--. --

Fig. 35--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Principal Action, (Scene
one), m 876.
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Fig. 35a--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Principal Action, (Scene
one), mm 935-937.

This grand dramatic aria brings to a close the portentuous

night. In the morning the Duke wakes to find that the Duchess

has fled with Faust. Mephistopheles arrives dressed as the

court-chaplain and entreats the Duke not to try to chase

down the pair as he saw them himself flying off toward the

horizon on winged horses. He tells him, instead, to look for

something new in the way of a consort. "Ferraras Prince

threatens you with war. Ask for the hand of his sister.

Then it will go well for you." "God speaks his will through

you," replies the Duke. Mephistopheles returns "my son,

trust in me always." He then raises his hand as if to give

a blessing but his fingers appear like claws. The Duke

kisses Mephistopheles' hand. The curtain falls quickly

while gigantic chords from the brass (Figure 36), reminding

--V
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us of Agamemnon's motive from Strauss' Elektra, recall the

sarabande.

LIP I4A4

Fig. 36--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Principal Action,
(Scene one), mm 1089-1091.

Before commencing with the second scene, which takes

place in a Wittenberg tavern, Busoni gives the audience a

chance to reflect -upon what has preceded by interpolating

a "Symphonic Intermezzo" in the form of a sarabande. This

piece, together with the cortge which introduces the Parma

scene, forms the "studies" for Doktor Faust which Busoni

composed in 1919. The mood of this sarabande is deeply

reflective, thereby creating an effective foil for con-

templation. The sarabande opens with pizzicato string

accentuating the characteristic sarabande rhythm while muted

trombones intone a solemn dirge (Figure 37).
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Fig. 37--Busoni, Doktor Faust, "Symphonic Intermezzo,,"
mm 1-3.

Soon a more poignant theme is introduced in the violins, a

theme which spins on through a series of trills and trans-

formations (Figure 38).

Fig. 38--Busoni, Doktor Faust, "Symphonic Intermezzo,"
mm 13-14.

A third theme, this time a soaring cantilena, sings out (Fig-

ure 39),
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Fig. 39--Busoni, Doktor Faust, "Symphonic Intermezzo,"
mm 45-48.

and after a series of changes, most notably a wilting

chromatic lament over off-beat chordal punctuations (Figure

40).

Aft

Fig. 40--Busoni, Doktor Faust, "Symphonic Intermezzo,"
mm 78-79.

The "Symphonic Intermezzo" closes quietly on a long string

trill over the sarabande rhythm. This movement lasts

approximately ten minutes and is 109 measures in length.

Scene Two

Busoni plunges immediately into the second scene of the

main act, the scene in the Wittenberg tavern, which begins in

a lively "Allegro robusto" which the composer has specifically

marked "in modo di Minuetto rustico" (Figures 41 and 41a).
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Fig. 41--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 1-2

Fig. 4la--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 13-14

The tavern is full of students who immediately break into a

riotous drinking song which leads to philosophical-religious

debate.

Those taking part in the discussion are sitting near

Faust, who has taken a table in their midst. The natural

philosopher remarks that "all things decay but build them-

selves anew." The theologian expounds that "what God created

stands as indestructible." They ask Faust for his opinion.

At this point the opening animation and tempo, which has pre-

vailed up to this time to accompany the actions of the students,

gives way to a more tranquil pace. The thorny, chromatic,
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contrapuntal writing transforms into a sustained chordal

accompaniment -to Faust's expostulation; writing which

vivifies for us the contrast between the blind exuberance

of youth and the sedate wisdom of the aging magician. The

text of Faust's reply is also of importance as it expresses

much in which Busoni himself is believed.

Faust: Nothing is proven and nothing is
provable. In every study I have erred anew. And
all we know is that we came here but to go hence,
what lies between that's what concerns us most.
Here . . . I remind you of that great . . . and
good Protestant [Luther] . . . whose words . . .
still live.

As the underlying accompaniment to this last sentence Busoni

ingeniously paints a tone-picture for the listener by using

Luther's own hymn "Ein Feste Burg ist unser Gott." This

setting provides one of the most beautiful moments in the

opera as a trumpet against a background of harp arpeggios

intone this great chorale (Figure 42).

Faust does not get to finish his testament as, at his

allusion to Martin Luther, the Catholics take immediate

offense and a shouting confrontation breaks out between the

two religious factions. Faust temporarily dispels the unrest

by adding:

Faust: The words I meant to speak will recon-
cile you. He said [Luther]--that wine, women, art, . .
these three things are to be counted as so many com-
forts to solace our life on earth. To these may be
added the tender, joyous, jubilant melodies of holiest
music.

Truly these sentiments reflect Busoni's latin heritage.
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Fig. 42--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 301-315
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Neither the Catholics nor the Protestants are com-

pletely appeased by Faust's words. The Catholics break into

two groups. The first group, in a resolute manner, begins

to sing the "Te Deum" (Figure 44) after which the second.

group picks this up, eight measures leater. The style of

this Te Deum is syllabic, the manner of which recalls

Berlioz's choral writing in the tavern episode of his

Damnation of Faust (Figure 45).

Fig. 43--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 461-466

Fig. 44--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 493-495
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It

Fig. 45--Berlioz, Damnation of Faust, Part II, Scene
six, mm 51-53.

How alike are these two tavern episodes in conception and

execution, even as Berlioz sets his "song of the flea" for

his Mephisto so does Busoni set a raucous "ballata" of three

stanzas in length for his devil later in this scene.

The Protestants, not to be outdone in this clash of

religious ideology, launch into "Ein Feste Burg ist unser

Gott," repeating the first phrase twice; the second time with

greater emphasis and a half step higher. The combining of

these two choruses (Figure 46) amply attests to Busoni's

great skill as a contrapuntist and his indebtedness to the

dramatic ideas of Hector Berlioz. The accompaniment to this

great chorus is appropriately raucous and confused.

The Protestants leave the room in indignation, goose-

stepping, with right hands raised. The other students all

empty their glasses and set them down on the table simul-

taneously with a crash on the last note of the instrumental

symphony which concludes this exciting set piece.

ot 
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The music calms and after a brief moment a student

approaches Faust and asks him to recount some of his

adventures for the pleasure of those remaining. Faust, it

seems, is already reflecting upon the past and a shortened

verbatim statement of the cortege leaves little doubt as to

what and who his thoughts dwell upon. Faust says "He alone

is cheerful, he, who looks ahead." (This statement of always

looking to the future is another "Busoniism" and serves as

a further source of identification of Busoni with his Faust.)

Faust goes on to tell that it was hardly a year previous -that

he had held the Duchess bewitched. The accompaniment recalls

the Duchess' aria in the last scene.

Faust is willing to continue with his reminiscing when

Mephistopheles, dressed as a courier, appears at the door.

He informs Faust that the Duchess is dead, but sends a gift

as a remembrance, at which he throws the dead body of a new-

born child at the feet of Doktor Faust. The students pro-

claim the courier to be a hired assassin, a felon, a murderer,

but Mephistopheles, undaunted, bids them to be calm and he

relates, in a strophic song which the composer notates in

the score "Quasi-Ballata" (Figure 47), the story of her

seduction, flight and union with the magician, all, of course,

in the most deprecating manner toward Faust. The ballata is

three stanzas in length, each stanza has a slightly altered

accompaniment and each with a brief choral punctuation at
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the end which acts as a sort of refrain. Here is the first

stanza without accompaniment.
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Fig. 47--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 715-733

The students shrink back with horror as Mephistopheles relates

the Duchess' death and subsequent demise of her and Faust's

progeny. But it is not so tragic as it appears: "Look,"

proclaims Mephistopheles, "it is naught but a doll of straw"

as he picks up a bundle of straw from the spot where the

child lay.

For the students' diversion Mephistopheles intends to

burn the bundle of straw, at which point he lights a fire and

works it up with conjuring gestures. As before, the music
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accompanying this act of conjuring is agitated and stresses

melodic and harmonic ambiguity.

It is not for the purpose of warmth that the devil

initiates the fire, for as Faust looks into the blaze,

the fair figure of Helen of Troy appears and beckons to him.

Faust, previously reflecting upon his sordid past and

possibly contemplating repentance, must be dragged down

again to a base level, for which purpose Mephistopheles

creates the illusion of Helen of Troy to seduce him. Faust

calls her name (Figure 48). The students slink away in

Fig. 48--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 885-887

fright, then Mephistopheles leaves Faust and the apparition

alone. Faust then begins his great aria "Traum der

Jugen . . ." which in tonal language and richness of tex-

ture is clearly a product of post-romanticism, paralleling

similar efforts of Mahler, Strauss, and Pfitzner (Figure

49). The writing in this aria becomes increasingly

more chromatic and complex. For instance, Helen's emergence

from the smoke and flame is characterized by a series of

ascending seconds (Figure 50), the style which Alban Berg was

to use in several instances in his opera Wozzeck (Figure 51).
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Fig. 49--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 961-965

Fig 50--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 996-1000
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Fig. 51--Berg, Wozzeck, Act III, Scene four,m 286
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An offstage chorus accompanies Faust in this monologue, one

of the three great monologues of the opera; the other two

being the Duchess' aria near the end of the Parma scene

and Faust's final monologue in the last scene.

The music immediately following this monologue is not

by Busoni, but by his pupil, Philip Jarnach. From a letter

in the possession of H. H. Stuckenschmidt Jarnach writes

"I myself composed this intermediate passage, from the

final notes of the choir in the distance until after the

words: 'Der Mensch ist dem Vollkommenen nicht gewachsen'

(piano score, pages 265-268). From then on, and up to the

end of this scene, the music is Busoni's again."7 How much

original material is involved here is a matter of speculation,

the music being both harmonically and motivically derived

from earlier material in the opera. The minor second/major

seventh motive is used extensively, as are double dotted

rhythms, recalling the cortege, and the sarabande rhythm..

Surely if this section is the original work of Jarnach, he

undertook this work, as also in the final scene, with utter

self-effacement and faithfulness to Busoni's conception.

That is to say, any change of style, in these three pages,

is completely indiscernible.

The monologue is over. Faust has been tricked again by

the devil. Helen was a mere shadow who faded and vanished

7. Stuckenschmidt, op. cit., 126.
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when he tried to embrace her. Faust's despair knows no bounds.

He briefly philosophises on the shortcomings of mankind, then

he suddenly becomes aware of three vague figures, the three

students from Cracow. Their entrance is announced by a brief

reference to their motive (Figure 52). They formally announce

themselves to this same motive (Figure 52a) which, as men-

tioned previously, derives from the march of the Second

Sonatina.

Fig. 52--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 1234-1235

Fig. 52a--Busoni, Doktor Faust, Scene Two, mm 1244-1245

Faust asks them what they want. They reply singly, "the

book," "the key," and "the deed of gift." Faust answers

that they are too late, he has already destroyed them, at

which the three retort "Faust, now your term is up. Upon

the stroke of twelve your days are ended." With a digni-

fied gesture, Faust, beyond the point of caring anymore,

waves them away and they vanish into vapour. In one final

outburst, over affecting violin figuration and the broad
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sarabande rhythm, Faust welcomes this freedom at last, "Be

welcome thou final evening of my life." He leaves,, and the

scene closes in a C major crescendo above the sarabande

rhythm.

Final Scene

There can be little doubt that Busoni intended this

last scene to be a musical-as well as a symbolic synthesis

of all that has preceded it. The first point is of relative

ease to ascertain, the second perhaps less easy.

Busoni died before completing this, the final scene;

that task was left for his pupil, Philip Jarnach. Again,

Jarnach has done a remarkable job in his fidelity to Busoni's

original intentions. In the previously mentioned letter to

H. H. Stuckenschmidt, he has this to say of his completion

of Busoni's score.

The entire ending of the opera, from the beginning
of the long monologue and the words "Wo die Worte
finden . . ." (Piano score, page 310); as there was
no indication as to how Busoni had intended this con-
clusion to be, I have followed as closely as possible
the themes, which in the course of the opera assume
to a greater or lesser extent the characteristics of
a leitmotiv. The only liberty that I have taken, is
in shortening the text in the final monologue, which
even so lasts almost twenty minutes.8

Jarnach draws most of his musical material from the Symphonic

Intermezzo, or sarabande, but he is not reticent to take from

earlier sources such as the Second Prologue (Figure 10a) .

8 Stuckenschmidt, op. cit., 126.
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The music which opens this final scene again is flavored

by a motive characteristic of the "Symphonic Intermezzo" (Fig-

ure 53).

Fig. 53--Busoni, Doktor Faust, final scene, mm 1-2

This introductory music is relatively short in length. Its

rather sombre mood spells out for us the resigned nature of

the man Faust.

The last scene of Busoni's Doktor Faust takes place on

a street in Wittenberg. On the left is the entrance of the

minster. At the corner of the wall is a life-size crucifix

with a kneeling place in front of it. It is night, and all

is covered with snow.

The nightwatchman enters; we recognize his contenance;

it is Mephistopheles. He hails the stroke of eleven on the

minster's clock (misprinted "Zehn" in piano score). Groups

of students enter and assemble at the door of a house on the

right. At the last enters Wagner, now having replaced Faust

as Rector Magnificus. The students begin praising Wagner in
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the most glowing tones for his lecture given earlier that

evening (Figure 54).
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Fig. 54--Busoni, Doktor Faust,
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final scene, mm 90-92

Wagner retires, but the students linger outside his door a

moment longer to sing a brief "fugam" (Figure 5.
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A brief vivace triplet coda, quite similar to that which fol-

lows the "Turkish" chorus (Froh, wie seine Sonnen fliegen . .)

in the last movement of Beethoven's ninth symphony, concludes

this stunning contrapuntal essay.

The students disperse into the distance. Faust enters

and begins recalling earlier times, when he once lived in

the Rector's house and musing on his impending demise less

than one hour hence.

The music accompanying Faust at this point (Figure 56),

is of an extraordinary nature, the ethereal quality of which

Busoni never surpassed in any of his preceding works, with

the possible exception of the Berceuse El'gaique.

Fig. 56--Busoni, Doktor Faust, final scene, mm 355-359

This extraordinarily beautiful passage was originally

the middle section of his Sarabande study of 1919; a section

later removed from the concert Sarabande when this movement

became the "Symphonic Intermezzo" in the opera.
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As Faust laments his plight we hear a chorus, in the

church, sing the words "The trumpet shall sound, we dead

shall rise, and to judgment God will come down from the

skies." This is sung to the chorale melody "Christ lag

ins Todesbanden" (Figure 57).

A4-2

Fig. 57--Busoni, Doktor Faust, final scene, mm 380-388

On the steps of the house Faust sees a beggarwoman cowering

with a child in her arms; he recognizes the Duchess--"The

dead are living still!" Holding out the child to Faust she

implores "Take the child . . . there is still time, complete

your work before the hour of twelve. " Faust takes the child

and attempts to enter the church. A soldier in armor comes

out and bars the way to Faust. We hear a prayer coming from

within the church. The music belongs to the soldier's

(Valentin's) prayer (Figure 25), the text being slightly

altered.

This prayer episode is a sort of musical miniaturization

of the Intermezzo scene in the Munster Cathedral. We hear

briefly a statement of the toccata (Figure 24a) and "andantino"
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(Figure 26). It is at the midway point of this andantino

section, at the words "Wo die Worte finden . . ." that Busoni' s

work ends and Jarnach's "reconstruction" begins (Vocal score,

page 310).

Faust cries out for mercy. With the child in his arms

he drags himself to the crucifix, but alas, he finds that he

has forgotten how to pray. The nightwatchman, slinking in

from behind, lifts up his lantern and in its light the fig-

ure of the crucifix changes into that of Helen. "Is there

no mercy? Is there no atonement?" cries Faust. 'The Night-

watchman leaves. Faust rises to his feet as if with new

strength. He lays the infant on the ground and covers it

with his cloak. He takes off his girdle, lays it on the

ground, and then steps within the circle. It is now that

he begins his final monologue, which in regard to the fact

that Busoni has expressed so much of his thoughts and will,

both as a composer and as a human being, the author has

deemed it worthy for full inclusion here.

Blood of my own Blood,
flesh of my own flesh,
unawakened, pure in spirit,
at one with me in my visions,
and here in this circle
close to me bound
I bequeath to you my life.
Go forward from
the roots here so deeply
embedded of my departing day . .
to the joyous opening blossom
of what you shall become.
Thus I may still . .
work through you . .
in what . . . you beget
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and ever deeper
and deeper trench
the track of my being
into the end of its impulse.
Where I built crooked
you shall make straight,
what I neglected
you shall complete.
Above the law then . .

shall I stand . .
at once embracing
all the ages,
and unite myself
with mankind forever.
I . . . Faust,

one eternal will!9

With this final monologue, Busoni strove for immortality

(as we all are went to do). Through his works and research

he has sought to instill a breath of the unique spirit that

was his, into future generations of musicians.

The musical core of this monologue, as reconstructed

by Jarnach, consists mainly of rather prominent allusions

to the "middle" sarabande section (Figure 56) and variants

of the opening music of this scene (Figure 53). The vocal

setting itself (Figure 58) reflects the rising and falling

contours of this "middle" section (Figure 56).

Fig. 58--Busoni, Doktor Faust, final scene, mm 591-593

9. Translation by R. W. Ruppel.
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After singing this lengthy farewell, Faust expires and

we hear the cathedral clock strike the midnight hour. With

a telescoping of the sarabande idea as a coda to Faust's

demise we hear a gradual clearing away effect in the orches-

tra, a sweeping aside of the past. From the spot where the

dead child lay rises a naked, half-grown youth [Faust (man's)

resurrection] with a flowering branch in his right hand.

With arms uplifted he strides over the snow into the town

and into the night. The Nightwatchman enters to announce

the hour, he discovers the body of Doktor Faust and remarks,

"This man, it seems, has met with some misfortune." These

are the only "spoken" lines within the main body of the

opera and Busoni/Jarnach has set them in unaccompanied

Sprechstimme (Figure 59).

Fig. 59--Busoni, Doktor Faust, final scene, mm 673-674

The closing is punctuated by several dissonant chords (Fig-

ure 60) which resolve into an E flat minor chord to bring

Doktor Faust to its conclusion.

Immediately following the conclusion of the dramatic

activity in Doktor Faust, Busoni desired a speaker, as at

the beginning of the opera, to address a philosophical
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summation of the work to the audience. As with the prologue,

this epilogue is usually omitted in actual performance.

A history of man and his desire
this night to sound of music has been told,
the tragedy of Faustus did inspire
the tale of doom before your eyes unrolled.
So many metals cast into the fire,
does my alloy contain sufficient gold?
If so, then seek it out for your own hoard;
the poet's travail is his sole reward.
Still unexhausted all the symbols wait
that in this work are hidden and concealed;
their germs a later school shall procreate
whose fruits to those unborn shall be revealed."
Let each take what he find appropriate;
the seed is sown, others may reap the field.
So, rising on the shoulders of the past,
the soul of man shall reach his heaven at last.

23 July, 1922 F.B.

A-

Fig. 60--Busoni, Doktor Faust, final scene, mm 675-676

With this epilogue ends Ferruccio Busoni's ultimum opus,

a work which mixes spiritual perception and wisdom with the

fantastic, the demonic and the tragic. As uneven as Busoni' s

10. Translation by R. W. Ruppel.

0- .
L171;
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Doktor Faust is, it remains unique among operas in its organic

synthesis of elements and in its nobility of character and

seriousness of purpose. It shall stand a testament of Busoni' s

art.
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